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Sophocles, Ajax, Electra, Philoctetes: Euripides.' 

S. Ajax 4o4-9 

- 423-7 

ITOZ tpOAcoV tLEVw, 

El Ta /5EV BGlvEL, 

t'Aot, rotozrS OpLOV- -1EAaS-, 

,wpaLs 8 a'ypats- -TpoOrKEqkEGa, 

8Eras SEUoTpaTr 8t7SoaA-ro' av 
[-LE XELPL SOVEVOL. 

... E7T05 

E 
it o' 

ov OVTLVa Tpola urparov 
PE'PX6-) XGOvo )LOAov-r a7TTo 
'EAAav18osg ? avviv 8' aTL- 

/505 .h8E 7TpO'KEL/5at. 

So Pearson. The strange series of hypodochmiacs here and at 0. T. 1207 ff. (cf. E. Or. 
982-4), with brevis in longo without pause at Aj. 42i and 0. T. I208 (possibly also I2I7), 
seems metrically self-contained,2 despite their syntactical interdependence (esp. Aj. 421-2 

OtK1) / I Spa ti I IvS' tyr% so that the word-overlap of o' v into iambics in Pearson's OVKET avpa()TV6L7Tsott thetof i 
text is unlikely. E'ecpJi ~zdya should therefore be written plena scriptura. Then otov oV'TLV 
a' Tpot' a TpaTOv^... is possible, but the ithyphallic with word-overlap, sometimes found 
in the syncopated iambics of Aeschylus, is foreign to Sophocles.3 Divide C4EpJ zEya, I otov 
OvTtva I Tpoia . . .4 Then bOtAot -roZc' J[Lovi = otov oUTVOa, i.e. 8 - 

hyp., which is not 

certainly found,5 and the antistrophe has two syllables extra. 
Dain's solution is to divide the hypodochmiacs throughout into pairs in synaphea, like 

dochmiacs, giving at 405-6 = 423-4: 

EL t Ta /IEV Oo,EL, OlAOt, TOLtCYr<W> 01uov- 

EeEpow jLEd'Y', o'ov ovTtva Tpoi'a 
hyp. ? 8 

But (i) u - u u - - (reiz.), pace Conomis, o.c. (n. 6) 27, is not found as a form of 8 and 
cannot correspond with u - - (u) u - (the correption of Tpota cannot be assumed, as 
Stanford asserts, presumably on the model of roOlto0So, rOL), etc. ). (2) The synaphea 
involves lengthening vra-rp' in mid-verse in 0T. I2o8.1 This colometry must therefore be 
rejected. 

The sense in the strophe is also obscure. El Tra eut& tvEl can be understood to mean 'if 
my glory is perishing', but 'together with these slaughtered animals' is hard to get out of a 
simple demonstrative. Jebb's Toto^ATc does not help. 0/oo, 7rErasa is in any case tautologous 
(we cannot construe SOv- TOCTS irTAas), and rrEasa looks like a gloss. To-ter' 0dovi, -bXAot 

1 I am indebted throughout to Professor Hugh 
Lloyd-Jones, and on individual passages to Professor 
C. Collard, Dr J. Diggle and Mr M. D. Reeve, for 
valuable advice and criticism. Part I of this article 
appeared in JHS xcvi (1976) 121-45. 

2 Cf Dale, LMGD 115. 
3 See M. Griffith, The authenticity of 'Prometheus 

Bound' (1977); cf. L. E. Parker, 'Catalexis', CQ 26 
(1976) 20. 

4 So Wilamowitz, GV 508-9; Dale, BICS Suppl. 
CBre (1971) o8-og. 

5 Cf. Barrett on E. Hipp. 8400. It occurs in mss. 

at E. Andr. 834 = 838, but is easily emended there 
(see ad loc. below, p. 143); in A. P. V 576/95 there is 
certainly some corruption. 

6 In E. Hec. 9I2 = 921, Tpoiav corresponds with 
Tciat,v';but divide - -- u u - u - - I U - - u u - 
u - -, with normal licence. In any case the re- 
sponsion 'u is impossible, as is u u uO -, while 
U - U U U U - is unexampled as a form of dochmiac. 

(N.C. Conomis, Hermes 92 [1964] 35, cites E. Or. 
1247 = 1267, but this is best taken as iambic 

tripody; see di Benedetto ad loc.) 



['nTAasa] (after Wilamowitz, GV 508) then gives hyp., but four syllables less than the anti- 
strophe.8 Wilamowitz, following Nauck, reduced the antistrophe by excising UTpacLOI3 (as a 
variant on XOovos) and &7m' (as a gloss) to give Tpoia xOovo' sLp 6'jLoAcvO'I 'EAAavt`osx 
But the elision corresponding with the brevis in longo in 7TpOUKE4`LE6a is impossible; nor is 
there anything wrong with the idiomatic part. gen. urparoi3, or even with a'Jro (on the break 
between diro' and 'EAAavt'3os' eased by the preceding x6ovo's, see JHS xcvi [1976] on Trach. 
97-9, p. I 25-7). Since -ro-S' in the strophe needs a clearer reference, it is better to give it 
one by adding four syllables there,9 e.g. -roFaS' c' IoO Kb'00vots I %-qpJ3v>, 01Aot.10 

In 408-9 a"v is misplaced11 and the sense is better without it: Ajax wants to die (360, 394 if.). 
a/ILpE could be right, but introduces a doubtful form (only in A. Sept. I 6 in tragedy). 

though unnecessary, seems the best alternative. 3E, if correct, is either apodotic, which is 
confusing with two other clauses in the protasis introduced by SE; or it continues the protasis 
(Campbell), whose apodosis is then, in effect, 7ro?- CioAcov JtEva; This is very difficult with iav, 
and impossible without it. Read is &)q a-rpaTo'. The strophe now reads: 

El Ta /LEV Oo61VE1 
TO LU3 O/lov <o0vots. 

GqPJ5v>, qAotL, 

,c6pats 3' alypats lrpoUKEsEbOa, 

7TaS' 83 uTpaTerS 3irraATros' c'v 
pLE XELPL fOVOt. 

El. 122-3 

= 138-9 

, '3 ' 

TaKELS' co aKopEUTOV OtlkWoyav .. .; 

(aAA' O"IrOt) . . . 7TaE'p av- 

Urau,Ets- oUE YootS ovTE A L-raZrtv. 

yootg oifrE AtTakortv (-atg) codd.; y'o'0ustV ot3 AtTaig Tricd.: yo'Otatv oV"tV' dvTaug Hermann. 

The paradosis does not correspond. The strophe is clearly sound, and - - - u u - u - - - 
is well attested (Ant. 8i6, 947; E. Med. I94, Ion I073). - - - u u - - u u - - cannot 

correspond with this, since pendant close never corresponds with blunt; such examples in 
codd. as Hipp. 552 qov'ots- 6' vtLEValOLS 562 boviqO KaT7p)vvLaoEV are certainly to be emended. 
Kaibel gets correspondence by a division into 'ionic metra': 

U - U 

I uu--I Uu-- 

This kind of mechanical analysis by factitious metra has now long since been discarded 
(cf. on Phil. 209 below). 

Corruption is isolated in OlYTE AvraZatv. Hermann's otv'T' avTats-, based on Hesych. 
adWT7oEL (i.e. adv-r-r)? Atravdats-, aLVT7UrEUL, may well be right: it is neat, gives the right sense, 

7 Dain's supplement in O.T. 1217 8teO a' 8dO' 
<8y'W> is clearly wrong, but a supplement giving a 
long to suit his analysis could readily be found. 

8 Lobeck's gpitLot, Ttoat 6' 0/uoio n' a; (with otjov 
oifTlva) is on the wrong lines: it is dishonour, not 
vengeance, that Ajax dreads. 

g So Dale, l.c. (n. 4). 
10 Wilamowitz also omits 6b after pw5pat;, and 

divides ToiS 6', which he takes with rpoaKE'eOa. 
But 'I am involved with imbecile plunderings 
together with these,' sc. slaughtered beasts, gives an 
odd sense to 0"soio. We then need npoK SIle0a, cf. 
427 lixqo; I 6e PO rp6KeqIat and the Homeric KEI rat 

o'/ovi VEKVEeCa. This might even be right, but the 
further changes are the last straws to break the back 
of the camel's credulity, if it is not broken already. 

11 Fraenkel was careful to point out ('Kolon u. 
Satz, II', NGG [19331 319-20 = Ki. Beitr. i 93-4) 
that the rules governing the position of aiv in classical 
prose do not necessarily apply to other genres. In 
practice they generally seem to hold for verse, and 
the few exceptions should probably be emended 
(e.g. H.F. 235 T'ev'yetv 6p65v liv, leg. 6p Cv p2vyehv aiv: 

ib. 665-6 Kai t66' Sv TOV's TE KaKOvg al I yvCovat Kat TOVg 

ayaOot'g, transpose 'jIv, aiv [Hermann]), or explained 
as a means of emphasis (see on Phil. 702, P. 135 below). 
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and explains its own corruption. However, the word avTrats, though well-formed and not 

completely unattested, is not wholly convincing. There is certainly not much room for 
manoeuvre here, as a negative disjunction of more or less determined sense is required. But 
Triclinius' ovTE ydotaov, ov At-rats, though pretty certainly a conjecture, deserves more 
attention than it gets. - u - in the close of a glyconic is well attested (e.g. Phil. I 128-51, 
cf. Barrett, Hippolytus, p. 299), also at the close of enoplians of various lengths (e.g. Alc. 252 = 

259, Andr. 460 = 487). It occurs in - - u u -u- - at Med. 159= 183, where 
EvVErav = op/-racTa (Tyrwhitt's e3vVarav is easy and could be right, but the form does not 

actually occur, while eVve'av does); and probably at Phil. 209 = 219 (see below ad loc.). 
But is ov'e yootatv ov Arals possible Greek? There are several examples of ovTE .. ov, 

mostly, as Denniston points out, in serious poetry (GP 5I0). P.V. 450-I KOV'TE 7rTvtOV#E?S 1 
o6dlovs rrpoartXovs ,auav, ov 6vAovpyiav is typical of the examples he lists from tragedy (Cho. 
291, S. Ant. 249, O.C. 972, E. Med. I348): several words intervene, making the asyndeton 
easier; the author has time, so to speak, to change his mind. But in Hom. H. Cer. 236 'the 
interval between ov'e and ov is particularly short: ov'T' o ov ai-ov ('Swv, ov BorafLevos yacAa 

i7-qTpos, which is in favour of Wilamowitz' conjecture in Ag. 496 cLs oiv' dvavoos orosv, ov 
datwv Aodya ...' (Dover, rightly, in GP2, p. 588). In these examples one should perhaps not 

speak of a 'change of mind', but of -re being understood d7rr KOtVOV. If this seems strange 
it is no stranger than e.g. exovutv, o (' ov', sc. oL puev, or Tpo-roZS OvrTE VEKpOLclV, SC. OVTE, which 
are not unusual ellipses in Greek. It is very difficult to determine, in a case of this kind, 
what was felt to be possible in the artificial language of poetry, and what was not. I argue 
below that at E. Suppl. 969 ov'r' ev <(ros> ,0lEvols, I ov; wots aJptLOtovUev-q (after Paley) is 
the right reading. ov're yootwtv, ov AtTracs, with no intervening word and no contrast, 
would be the extreme case; but it might be right, and it has much to recommend it. The 
change is marginal, the corruption obviously easy (cf. Aj. 1199 ov aUTEavCWv ov.re. . . , where 
Hermann's ov for ov"Tr is clearly right). Given the metrical rarity as well, I should hesitate 
to put this conjecture of Triclinius in the text; but its merits should not be ignored just 
because it is his. 

El. 129-30 d yeveOAa yevvalVtv, 

7KerT E/LWIv KalaTdrcov 7rapaLVOov' 

= 45-6 v 'LOS' S rTv oi'Krp 

olxot Evcov yovEcov c7TtlaETat. 

129 yevvalov Monk: yevvalov rnaepwov FJA 

145 obcrpqg] otiKTrp atlKQg ' Porson 

Responsion can be cured in either place. At first sight Porson's atiKcg r' is attractive, 
since the metre is satisfactory (2 anapp.; the lack of diaeresis is no objection in lyric anapaests, 
cf. 238), and E. Cycl. 41-2 raxt yevvalov LW Ev TraTrpwv, I yevvatiwv r' EK rOKadL8v could be a 
parody. However, rrarepwv is far more likely to be intrusive; the scholiast in his first note 
seems not to have read it (cO Traes- rCOv ev3yevwv MvKr-vatcov), while the gloss yEwatiwv. 

rraTrpwov shows how easily it could have been inserted. But what is the metre? 
Not dactylic. Dactyls follow, but they are tetrameters with rapid movement, as are 

177, I82 (Dale's B-type dactyls, LMGD 36 if.), while - u u - - - - would be a trimeter 
with heavy movement (Dale's A-type). It is true that as Dale points out (o.c. 37-8) the 
two types are sometimes combined; but as she also points out, the B-type are especially 
characteristic of Sophocles, and they prevail in this passage, which she chooses to illustrate the 
point. An isolated heavy A-type trimeter would be most unlikely.12 Not choriambic: 
- u u - - - and- u u - u - - - are found, but not - u u ..13 At O.C. 1247 

at (' ava uEaaav aKTZv(a), 
a[, C! . c EvvvxLov 7O' 'Pt7rav, 

12 Dale reads nraTep'opv and scans as anapaests is in fact extremely rare, though it seems a straight- 
(LMGD i38). forward variation of - u u - u - u - (see n. 29 on 

13 Page has pointed out that even - u U - - U - S. Phil. 683-6 below). 
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aKcrva can be read with plena scriptura (brevis in longo and hiatus with pause), giving 
- u u -- . This is also rare (cf. E. Hipp. 70, with pherecratean in synaphea, i.e. a 
form of priapeum), but is prepared for by the heavy spondaic endings of the two preceding 
verses. It might however be dactylic, as is presumably I248 at /,ev aTr' aeXlov Sva/uav. 
The final blunt enoplian - - u u - u - - at I248 gives no clue.14 Not anapaests, a 
resolved form of the hexasyllable (e.g. Ion 925); these are always clausular to lyric anapaests 
of the Klaganapiste type (see below on Cycl. 77), whereas this strophe is choriambic, 
dactylic and iambic. The only possible hexasyllable of this type with resolution is in the 
extraordinary lyric outburst in trimeters at Trach. 1085-6: 

ova 'AtSor, Seat /o(e), 
Cl ALS aKTlS, Tatoaov. 

These might be choriambic, but the comparable lyric verse in trimeters at S. El. 77 looks 
like a spondaic paroemiac; so perhaps Trach. o186 is dragged paroemiac (with opening da., cf. 
I.T. I32), followed by its catalectic form as clausula. - u u - - - occurs after two 
dochmiacs at O.C. 1456 e'KfTVrE atWjp, C5 Zev = I471 c t1eyas alOtjp, c Zev. This is probably 
to be regarded as a 'long dochmiac', cf. the dragged dochmiac, also clausular after two 
dochmiacs, at I485 Zev ava, (Jol t tvO = I499 (TarVcrOV ator,' c3vai.15 This might indeed be 
the right interpretation of Trach. Io85 (elided), io86 (cf. Io8I alaZ, 3 rTaAas, presumably 
dochmiac). We could also compare S. El. '54 eALrrev K troS' ot'Kov (though AetLrrev might 
be right there). c3 yeveOa yevvacwv might therefore just conceivably be given a dochmiac 

interpretation. But - u u as a form of 'long dochmiac'-if it is one-is certainly 
very rare. 

El. 514 occurs in a stanza consisting mainly of the colon u uu ---. This has 
been interpreted as syncopated iambics (so presumably 479 w7rearti /ot Gapuos), or as a long 
form of dochmiac. The dochmiac interpretation, favoured by Kaibel (Electra, p. I47, cf. 
Dale, LMDG 59 f., 103), is preferable: the colon is found in conjunction with dochmiacs 
at Track. 827-9, E. Ion 148-50, 894-6, 827-9,16 and the short penultimate in Trach. 826 

t1 7TOV oAod aoreve& (= 857 a rTOT Ooav vv4tqav) precludes iambic interpretation there 

(see LMGD io , Kaibel, l.c.). This colon, though also rare, is sufficiently well attested, 
and seems to have been favoured by Sophocles in this play. Besides 504 if., it occurs 
shortly after our passage at I59-60 = i80-I, and probably at 154 = I73 (divide 153-4 
ov'ro aOol 5ovtva, TEKVOV (paroem.), I a'xosq E''v-q po-rv: so Kaibel). It also occurs at 129 
co yeveOAa yevva1wv, if yE'VEOA is taken as neuter plural rather than feminine singular. 
Both forms are found in Sophocles, and the neuter is not excluded here by the feminine at 
226 below. This needs a slight change in the antistrophe: v mos- OS v oiKrp | olKotxEvwV 
TrarTepwcv eTrnAadOra, 'foolish is one who forgets his own pitiably departed parents'. voy = 
suorum is rare but Sophoclean (e.g. O.C. I640 bavcras- dtavpaZs Xpatv cv i7ralov, Trach. 525 

qaTo rov ov vTpocal/evovor' aKoLrav), and the pathetic emphasis is appropriate, as in the passages 
cited. This gives a colon which, though rare in general, is favoured in this play, rather 
than one which is very difficult to explain. To alter the paradosis in both strophe and 
antistrophe may seem an error in method; but the error is to retain 7rrarepwv on the specious 
ground of economy. 

El. 448~52 aAAa rav-ra tev EOOeS' crTv 1E 

T?E/OVCLa KpaTog 3ooTpv)X5ov aCKpas q6o'flas 

KacpOV TraXaCvr/s, oat UKpa /JEv rad', dAA o5tsow 

aXwc, 8oso avcr, 7rnve A,rapj 'TptXa 
Kal c(,o/a 'rovpov ov XAtSats' 7CaKr7)/e5vov. 

14 In Phil. 828 evae; r'julv 'AOotg, text and colometry apvvTat = 854 ,uAa nrot opa nVKtVOt E'vi6elv naB'O 
are quite uncertain. can hardly be other than 26 (on the correption, see 

16 See Dale, 'Lyrical Clausulae in Sophocles', in BICS 22 [1975] I06 n. 22); KrTrrat vv'og is 
Greek Poetry and Life (essays presented to Gilbert certainly dochmiac, and so I suspect is 830 = 846 
Murray) (I935), 195 = Collected Papers (I969) I3. - U U - - - (possibly followed by---- u u -- - 

18 Probably also S. Phil. 832-3 =- 848-9, 835-6 mol. = 8). Cf. Dale, LMGD2 7 f. See also 
851-2. 838 <(oAv' rT> no)W napd no6a Kparog Kaibel, Electra 147; L. E. Parker, CQ I8 (1968) 258 f. 
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(d)ATrtap- should mean 'filthy, greasy' (the scholiast and Hesychius gloss aAtrrapri by avXlzr7lpv); 
but the root is A;tr-, and this sense could only be got by assuming an unwarranted abusio. 

Aitrapfj, 'suppliant' hair (7KETV T1plXa 2), cf. AlTapEl XELPt, 'suppliant hand' in I378, gives 
possible sense, but far better stylistically is Bayfield's 7rVSE <T'> &AtTrapov, since this gives a 
chiastic balance with ,jcLa ... ov XAoSalZs jo)IKrLE'vov (as Jebb, who obelizes but favours this 

reading, remarks).16a Kaibel, however, pointed out that adjectives formed with the 
suffix -pos do not take a- privative, and modern editors have been guided by him. But 
the ancients did not know as much grammar as we do, and such rules are sometimes broken, 
as this one is in Eupolis, fr. 69 (CAF i p. 274): OrT OVK aTrpvepos ov3' apos- car' advrp. This 

might be a comic formation, but it might not; the philosopher Teles took it seriously. 
At least it seems good enough to protect the superior reading from Kaibel's veto. (Cf. 
'More rare verse-forms', BICS 22 [I975] n. 15.) 

El. 466-7 8paUaor TO yap &KKatov OVK EXEL Aoyov 
ovolv EptlELv, adAA' 7Tair(JTEVOt TO Spav. 

'As to what is right, it is not sensible for two people to wrangle, but they should make all 
speed to do it'. As often in Sophocles, the general sense is clear, the syntax hard to see. 
Kaibel, followed by LSJ, took -ro l'KaLov as subject of EE: 'the just course does not give two 

people grounds for dispute'. But EXEL Ao'yov cannot mean this; it means 'make sense, be 
reasonable'. E7Tretpla OVK XeL Aoyov ovSeva cv rpoaqcepE4 (Plat. Gorg. 465a) is clearly 
different: it means that experience cannot give reasons, as knowledge can. But nor can 
EpLtELv be the subject of E'XEL since this needs tv'o not voZv. The analogy is Trperet: EXEL 

Aoyov is impersonal, and Svolv 'pItELV depends on it as in ov TrpEiTEiL volv EptIELv. 

To &lKacov, then, is not the subject of '^xEL; nor again can it be the object of 'Spietv. 
'To vie in respect of justice', i.e. each take a 'holier-than-thou' stance, is just conceivable on 
the model of ni. ix 389 'A0poSirg KaXAos spIEWtv, but makes no sense here-Electra and 
Chrysothemis have not quite been doing this, though Electra and Clytemnestra will do so 
presently. 

What then is the construction of ro 8 Katov? Jebb took it as an 'anticipatory accusative', 
not strictly in regimen with anything, cl. O.T. 2 I6, 278, 1134, O.C. 766, fr. 68 P. None of 
these is very like: the relative at 0. T. 21 6 and the infinitive atfr. 681 are much easier, I I 34 
is so harsh as to be suspect; nearest is 0.T. 278 To ' 

-rqTta Tov rr4e/avTros 'v i jPo[iov r''TO 

ErTTErv oorTS' Elpyaarat 7roTE. Dawe, after Eggert (PCPS n.s. I4 [I968] 14), cuts the knot by 
punctuating Spacuo, To yap &8KaLov OVK EXEt AO'yov, etc., with some mss.; he would then read 
ov8' for OVK. This certainly gives straightforward Greek, but it weakens the point. It is 
not any action, but just action, that one should get on with and not dispute about. 

What is peculiar in El. 466-7 is that T6 Kcatov may construe with Spav (though 3piv 

makes sense without it) but cannot with E'p4tv. It is in fact, as Wunder saw, an example 
of the &ta tEtov pattern. Wunder himself compared S. Ant. 1279-80: 

Tra ELv rpo x?p3Wv Trde <bepov, Tra o' v $o'tots' 
EOLKasL 'K?tV Kalc TraX oJEotrOa KaKaa. 

But this is a special case, when the two verbs go closely together; cf. Ter. Adelph. 917 tu 
illas abi et traduce (cit. Wunder ad Ant. l.c.); Plaut. Aul. 270 vascula intus propera atque 
abstulisse dicite, 959 mortarium . . . fures venisse atque abstulisse dicito; Thuc. iii 68. 
avOLS TO avTo 

' 
va EcKaarov 7rapayayovrTE Kat EpWrTovres-. The typical case is a contrasted pair 

of terms, one of which is in regimen with a third term while the other, which separates them, 
is not: e.g. Plat. Legg. 934e ao8aaKe'TC Kal tLtvOaavaverT Trov a(lqtorf3qTov-vra, Phaed. 94d Td /4v 
ca7reLAovaa rd 8e vovOeTrovaa TraE tS Vrrttvlat Kal opyats-, Isocr. Paneg. I49c OavuaLdovTES Kal 

olJAotiovrES TOVS Ev TOVTLtS TrpoTevovTas. Normally the verb comes first, the noun governed 
16a Cf. E. Cycl. 501 Ainapov flo'aTpvxov. lnzapCo would not be so used in the first person (contrast A. 

(Kells) is too strong for the context. In any case P.V. 1002-3). 
At^apco, 'importune', is not the same as Atoaoluat, and 
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by it last, as in the preceding passages. But the reverse order is sometimes found, e.g. 
Thuc. vi 88.3 E' gs KpaTEi'v &EL -q 

" 
/-s' p s dLTOXLoPEt1v Xen. Hell. vii 3.7 V/LEWs 'ToV 7tEpL rcTv 

'ApX'av ... 01 va/7v a/v, aVEtCLEytvaE aAA' 07ToTE 'TTpATov E'vvaUGO77TE E'TtILcop 'craaE Anth. Pal. vii 664 
'ApXL'AoXov KaL uriorOt KalL Etalt (= Page-Gow, Theocritus xiv, p. 522). 

These examples suffice to explain the complex pattern ofEl. 466-717. Jebb's'anticipatory 
accusative' may not, however, be irrelevant, since Sophocles sometimes does project to the 
head of the sentence an accusative whose construction only later emerges, e.g. Track. 545 
To' S' a6 ~VVOLKW Z7vT') O/LOVO 7S Is YVV7j IVVEUO .- 

Phil. 208-9 

218-9 

... fapELca -77A0'OEv av'Sa 

'Tpvaavvop- Sta'ca77a yap OpoCE. 

.77.j vaos a64Evov avya- 

5CJv opl0ovs 7rpopoa yap t 8ELvov. 

209 ydap OpoEE] OpoeE ya'p Tricl. 219 ya'p tI 5EtVO'v] Tt Ydap-6Etvo'v Wunder. 

The paradosis does not correspond, since blunt close cannot correspond with pendant 
(cf. on El. 122-3 above). Triclinius' transposition GpoEZ yJp fails (i) because it requires the 

lengthening Stcacajqsa OpoEZ (that one of the very rare examples is a OpoEds. at El. 853 is a 

coincidence)18; (2) because the resulting sequence (-) --- u u --I- u - - (it makes no 
difference for this purpose where we divide) is very unusual: cf. Phil. i 181 vao S v' 'qiieZv 
TETaKaTat;- E. Suppl. I027 tKatwLLWV VLLEvalLv Ev' "Apyt (after bacchii: possibly corrupt, see ad 

loc.); possibly Aj. 1205 ... .p/T' t lavctv-et' EPTWV I ... (colometry uncertain).19 Wunder's 

equally simple transposition iT yap &LVo'V, on the other hand, gives a well-established colon 
- - - u u - u---; the responsion -2 - in the close having an exact parallel in Med. 

159 = I83 and analogues in other aeolic metres (see above on El. I22-3) .20 For the re- 

sulting order cf. A. Andr. 770 4'T ya'p ... Suppl. 99 7rPOa8OKi Trt ya'p v'ov; a straightforward 
case of Wackernagel's law. Wunder's conjecture seems to me certain. 

Phil. 676-9 Ao'yw ILIY El677KOVU2, 0'7Tw1Twa SV O tLaAa, 
-ro 'TOYa ITEarIa AE'KTPWV 7WV tj tog 

UIloVa KaT' CLrL7TVKa EL& 8popa'Sa Ec'autov WsO TeAa3' O't 

7TayKpa,r,qsL Kpovov iTa-s. 

At6g] Tr&V At6' Porson R)iafl' 6] 'flalev 6 Palatinus 287 (Turyn's Zo): R2apev Vater 

677 is a syllable short and is probably pure dactyls, though the ending - u - is conceivable.2' 
Most editors accept Porson's <Krws'>, but it may be that Jtos' is intrusive: since Zeus is the 
subject of the sentence, the reference of AE'KrpWv is clear without it. In 678 either 'IWJlova 
or S&'Upuov must go., Schneidewin, followed by Jebb, Pearson and Dain, chose 'Ie'ova, 
reading Kara 8POpaS' /.Lk7VKa &Uatuos. The name is certainly dispensable; the omission of 
names in unambiguous mythical contexts is not peculiar to Sophocles, cf. Ag. I022, another 
exemplum of divine punishment (Asclepius). But it is also a normal feature of Greek 

17 For the slight zeugma (with ~Iuraev'6etv sc. 
sEv, not EXet iL yov) cf. 649, O.T. 24!, 8I8, O.C. 

I402-4. 
18 On the rarity of the lengthening before mute 

and liquid see Barrett, HiPPolytus pp. 3IO, 435. 
1" Other examples are given by Dale, who holds 

that all such irregular clausulae are explained by the 
metrical context ('Lyrical clausulae in Sophocles', 
in Greek Poetry and Life (Essays presented to Gilbert 
Murray) [19351 200 f. = Collected Papers [1969] 19 f.). 
Cf. 'More rare verse-forms', BICS 22 (1975) IO1-3. 

20 According to Dale (o.c. 199 = 18), this respon- 
sion 'can be dismissed at once; Sophocles could never 

have set a regular to match a "limping" iambic at 
the close of a stanza'. Her assertion is ill-founded. 
The licence is not frequent enough in Sophocles for 
any inference to be drawn from its absence at 
stanza-end. It is not frequent in Euripides either, 
and HiPP. 741/751 - - - u u - 2 -, with the exact 
parallel, noted above (p. 129), offered by mss. at Med. 
159/183 --- U u-u- -,is perfectly good 
evidence for Sophocles' practice, despite her denial 
(ib. n. 2). 

21 At Phil. 827 = 845, however, the metre is 
unclear. 
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poetry from Homer on that a descriptive phrase is picked up by a name at the beginning of 
the next line.22 E'ajtov is also dispensable, but being a poetical word it is most unlikely to 
have intruded from the scholion Ka-ra -ro'v -poXow 3EvELEVOE', as Jebb suggests. In fact it fits 
the gap left after 7ro'rE if JLs' is cut out. KaT' is now unmetrical. ahv' is seductively neat,23 
but makes no sense with Aafl3E;24 ECrUI-tov ... AapE makes sense but not with any preposition 
which takes the accusative. i/3aAE, doubtless a Thoman conjecture, is the slightest of 
changes. aJv' might then just do, 'threw him up onto a wheel'; but the right preposition is 
E773 which could have fallen out almost as easily as aiv& in the sequence -ov . . . . 
There is nothing wrong with S': it emphasises the severity of Ixion's punishment, cf. E. Hec. 
907-8 To-ov 'EAAavov v1E'os9 ca/zlA' oE KpV"7TEt I 8op' 87) 80op't TrEpav. For its late position in 
the sentence, which Hermann condemned, cf. Phil. 877-8, Trach. 4660-I, O.C. 12 15-6. One 
more minimal adjustment is E/aAEv for kflaA'd (k/3aAEv c Palatinus 287: AaflEv Vater). The 
text now runs: 

TO. .TEV ZTAaCTavl AE'KTPWOV -roTE 8EULLtOV 

Ietov' IT' a1/7TVKa & 8po ap0(cS Co E3caAEv 

TrayKpaTr)ss Kpovov 7a-s'. 

... the attempter of the bed, how bound he cast him, Ixion, onto a spinning wheel, did the 
son of Kronos'. The complex word order cannot be properly rendered into English, but 
it is quite possible in the lyrics of Sophocles.26 

Phil. 683-6 

696-702 

C% 
v',r' E'Pas -rv' o 

I t voorlo'a 
a' 't'os' .v t'aots av?pp, 
COMMv' 4W' avaelwos.. 
ToE <Trot> Oav/La IL' E'XEL ... 

rO s- 05' OEp[LoTaTcrv aqlc,t3a KV)KLOKtLEVav EAIKEWY 

E,vOI'pov 7oso's 7pntotat tbvAAots' 

KaTEVvCaUEtEv, Et tLSg EFL7rETOt, 

0opfa'0os EK yactas' JAOvI 
ETpITE S' cLAAoT' a aX)A a 
TOT as' EtA VO1EVOS ... 

683 our 
' 
p4a; ttV' codd.: o'Vxe -r 'i'ag Eustath. in Ii. 193, 2: ofxt ,4fa; osYTtv' Jackson oaYTt Schneidewin: 

OV"rc codd. 684 hiog div Schulz: ti'w; E)v LP: 'ioo E'v OA: rcro; fv y' Hermann 686 To'e Oaiyjs' ExEs M6t codd. 
700 uK yalag Dindorf: TC xv ydg codd.: 8K It ydg Page 

The text is Pearson's. Jackson,27 in his trenchant manner, rightly insists that the verbs 
in 683 need an indirect as well as a direct object, but pours scorn on Schneidewin's way of 
introducing it, os"Tt voartbiuas-, on the ground that rtva cannot be 'borrowed' from 'peas' to 
go with vooaoluas', nor, emphatically, can Tt be borrowed from vouqhcras' to go with 44Peas', 
since in E'pWLV T TtLVa the verb is Ep'3EW TL not E'pEtEv: Ep$ag 'can no more borrow TL 

than it can borrow its as from vocnjoras". He therefore wrote, with an eye to the indirect 
tradition OU`TE TL p,Eeas- in Eustathius, 

05 TL VT~aL OVT7L tv, O VOt voorUa9, 

22 See Fraenkel on Ag. 7, 68s ff.; F. Dornseiff, 
Pindars Stil (1921) I07 if. 

23 Dindorf, followed byJ. Diggle, CR i6 (1966) 262. 
24 Nor with Diggle's blaov, cf. C. Austin and M. D. 

Reeve, Maia 22 (1970) 2-3. 
25 Or -av ... dv- if Musgrave's dvTvya is right, 

which it may well be. 'Rim' is nearer to wheel than 
'frontlet', and the lexicographers' explanations, e.g. 
Hesych. ay,nwVeg ... i) zpoxoiC oiVwT 2J . e'V q)LoKT?fT7, 
6sar'd KVK2OTEP8u;, could derive from this passage. 
However, alutv. does not really mean 'wheel' either, 

so it is better to leave the text. I am not convinced 
by D. B. Robinson's explanation of ai`rnv$ in C.Q. sg 
(1969) 42-3, that since it means (i) (gold) diadem, 
(2) horse's frontlet, (3) bridle, it suggests that Ixion's 
wheel is round, fiery and a curb on his passions. 

26 For the position of the predicative Moarytov 
between rdv reAaixrav and 'IWtova, cf. O.C. 716 i 6' 
EV)pETiuoq eKnG'ayA) a'Ata Xepr' tnapanToydvat n7a)Ta 
Opq'rKCs, where Jebb rightly takes da'ta with OpQCOrIKEt. 

(Cf. also GRBS 17 [1976] 327 ff.) 
27 Marginalia Scaenica (1955) Iio if. 
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(.... ovTe voao>lbas Bergk), giving ia. tr.28 Then in 699 KarevvaaLeev leaves a gap which he 
filled by 7TOOos-, subject of c7re'aot and governing EA2Ev: 'if any longing came on him to take 

(them) from the bounteous earth'. Page,29 accepting Jackson's version of 683 = 699, 
observed that the choriambic diameter with long anceps - u u - - - u - given by 
Dindorf's EK yalas was very rare, and suggested E(K ,L yas, remarking on the order: 'the 
intervention of the pronoun between preposition and noun is Sophoclean enough', cl. Aj. 
I55 KaTra ' a'v nTS eJ1ov, 906 ev yap ol xOovi. This gives: 

Karevvac'etev, El TS eLTT(EUOIL 7rTOOoS, 

q!opfa38os' EK TC rya7S JAeiv. 

There are two objections to this text: 

(i) 7r0oos is unlikely to be right. E/l7TrrELV, as Long points out,30 is a technical term in 
medicine for the onset of an acute attack of illness, used elsewhere by Sophocles himself 
(Trach. 1253 7Tpiv E/IITreaelv a7rapayltowv, cf. Hippocr. Aer. 7, Aph. 4.46, 4.80, Morb. Sacr. 20, 
with Thuc. ii 48, ib. 49, cited by Jebb). This usage can of course be extended to any 
untoward happening, including emotions (oKTro9, hAoS, 080os). But ro'os- here would be 
an unsuitable subject: the 'onset' of a desire to gather healing herbs31-like a dog feeling an 

urge to eat grass-would be a sad anti-climax after the real attack, the agonising pain of 
Philoctetes' festered foot. 

(ii) eK Tt yas will not do, since the order is more remarkable than Page allows and is not 
warranted by his examples. These are normal instances of Wackernagel's law, that enclitics 
tend to come to the head of the sentence or colon even at the cost of disrupting the regular 
order.32 This displacement therefore occurs in the first few words of the sentence; later in 
the sentence it is extremely rare. Wackernagel (p. 368) cites e.g. Th. i io6, I Kac aa Vrv 
,JuEpos . . . EUITTE?UV es TOV Xz)plov l'i&rov, and considers that hyperbata of this type are 
imitations of the natural growth exhibited by his law; similarly with rOT: P.P. ii 33 OT TE 

L?EyaAoKEVOEeacraLV v Toroe OaAa4otgs, Leonidas, Anth. Pal. ix 9 "IeaAos EV7rTWywv a1yos1 7roots 'Ev 

ro0' d'Aco (ib. p. 370).33 It is conceivable that Sophocles wrote Oopflaoso EK rt yas EAtv, 
but it would be rash to introduce this hyperbaton by conjecture. 

The second objection can easily be met. The chor. dim. in 684 is in any case given by 
conjecture, Lros dv 'taots (Schulz) or, better, 'toso v y' 'Cots- (Hermann). L and the 
gemellus P have 'tauw ev l'rots, a mere slip for la'os- EV 'WrotS (PA), the right reading, i.e. 
lekythion. We can then read in 700 bop0/aos ort yas- AETv, EK being an intrusive gloss on the 
simple genitive. A preposition would be normal, but a simple genitive is not unusual with 
persons, and Oopga4os has the effect of personifying yas- (cf. e.g. O. T. 1123 /k atJi9s- ravras y' 

,,r] Iuov, ib. 1022 &po'v TrOT', t'lC, Trv E/vWv XELpWv Aa/3aov). The snag is the objection to 
7rooso, since if a cas' is understood with E'c7Treaot or e.g. vooos supplied it becomes difficult or 
impossible to introduce a word to govern AEZlv. With eAdWv, the simplest change, rt no 
longer makes sense: it can hardly refer to qvAAa, and without TroOo .. . . eAEv it cannot refer 
to anything else. 

If Jackson's treatment of 683 = 699 is right, we might argue: 

(i) a'v is displaced from its regular position, viz. second or third in its sentence (colon), or 

28 Short before initial rho is very rare in tragedy 3 'Uber ein Gesetzderindogermanischen Sprache', 
(see R. D. Dawe, Studies on the text of Sophocles [I1973] IF i (I892) 333-446=Kl. Schr. i 1-104; cf. K. J. 
i 299 if., and add E. Suppl. 380 dU,vra lp,i), but it is Dover, Greek Word Order, p. 14. 
occasionally found before peSetv; cf. also Solon fr. 33 Thuc. i 45. 3 e' rCv eKElVv r:t yXoplov and Hdt. 
23.20 D. = 34.8 W., where [ipe]Etv seems the best i 85. 2 rie yap xTS VTtg Hlepae)wv, cited by Classen ad loc., 
supplement (so Diehl). are slightly different, but they may be formed on the 

29 PCPSn.s. 6 (1960) 52, cf. Sappho and Alcaeus, 81. same model; cf Hdt. viii 90.I TWV TtVCg 'tOViKOV 
30 A. A. Long, Language and thought in Sophocles eAOOvrTe, also cited by Classen, where the order is 

(1968) 134 n. 73, cl. H. W. Miller, 'Medical Terms regular because tiveg is second word, Wackernagel 
in Greek Tragedy', TAPA 75 (I944) i65, observes that the regular hyperbaton of enclitics is 

31 JoBo; cannot here refer to more general desires more frequent in the Ionic dialect, though not 
such as hunger; that is reserved for the next stanza, confined to it. 
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next to the verb,34 which is here EtpITe, not dAvo4LEvos;35 i.e. the regular order would be 
Elpir av or ELPTTE av . 

,(2) -roW' ElAVo4LEVOS- needs no special alteration in 686, since codd. -roa8E OaiL' E'XEL JpE must be 
altered anyway, and it is as easy to get U--UU- as uu--uu -; e.g. T ' aiY 
OaiviA a' E' XEX (Wecklein). 
(3) ETpTE (Bothe) is certain for codd.'s unmetrical EpITEL (the tense is secured by 6g9i cam' 
at3'rds -qv 7Tp&orovpos); SE not yap (codd.) is the right connective; and the rare iterative av is 
surely authentic. But 
(4) EI'pITE a' av (Blaydes) involves changing 685 C'AA0v' 1' d6vaews', which seems sound: 
'vc6tos. is a favourite word of Sophocles, and 6AAv-r' div&&t' '8E (Bergk, or o{crws' Burges) is 

quite unconvincing.3 Therefore 
(5) The connective comes earlier, viz.... Ka-rTEvvcLEE, KE' TLS' E/.41ffEOL... We might expect 
Sa, but Kal is logical enough: 'he was his own neighbour, having no friend to help in his 
attacks, and whenever one came upon him, he would go crawling about ... as soon as it 
let up'. 
(6) An iambic word is now needed, governing EAE-LV and going with what follows; i.e. 

e'Awv or rroOd-W, either easily omitted (`AcZv, -7TELOrL). iTro6hv is slightly less obvious, but has 
the merit of picking up ?7T Gos' in 645, 7roOE-C in 675. The text then runs: 

683-6 o5' oUTL E&Las' oVT&v', oV'TL vocrblUas', 

JAA' 7U05' El' 'lUOLS U~iv?7p 

lAAOv' ca' Jvatw5s. 
TO a' a) GaOavi) a' tL E"XEL ... 

699-702 ... KaTEVVaLUELE, KEt TtS' CIMrEclOt, 1ITOGW-V 

s0opa3'?0o0 TL yaLS' EAELtV, 
e 1p7T av' LLAAoTr aAAaXa- 
Tr' EA VOf/.EVOS' 

The foundations of this structure are however far from secure. The abnormal position 
of a,v may perhaps be justified. There is one case noted by Wackernagel (P. 395) in which 
the usual rule does not seem to apply universally, viz, when the verb begins the sentence. 
He quotes three examples: S. O.C. I125 7rpooTe`3ca ya'p Ov'Ka -ro-re . . . . , E. Suppi. 944 ~AoWv'r 
taovorat Trovo3' av -I)AAotLoPEVovos', D. xx 6 i [La'9oLtrSE' T~oi3-o pa'Ator-r" av; we may add A. P. V. 

9796"-qgOO-qT'S OvKav, e 7rpaaootKAWs. These cssaevery rare, but what they se 
to have in common is that the word before 'av receives a particular emphasis (cf. E. Ion I 299 
E7flKOVpO9' OCK?7'WP y av OVK EL7 xGoo'') 6 So here -roWrE is emphatic: Philoctetes could not fend 
for himself when the fit was on him, 'but he would go crawling from place to place then.. 
when the spasm let up'. 

Moreover, Jackson's arguments are not quite so cogent as his lively presentation makes 
them appear. The 'unimaginable situation' created by the 'borrowing' ofTWva from the 
first clause and Tt from the second is not so extraordinary, nor is the separation of ' 

paEtv 
(P'~Etv) from its -rt. We can perfectly well say in English, 'to no one did he do or deny 
anything'. We should not normally say 'to no one did he do or anythi'ng deny', but it 
might just pass as aline of bad verse. We should not after all say 'hobgoblin nor foul fiend', 
but Bunyan wrote it. So in Greek oVTt-rva ~'e`as. oV)'TE voorObouas' -rt is strai ghtforward: oi3 

'1a- TV' OVTL voCnO,bts isslightly more difficult, but not much, when we remember e.g. 

34 Wackernagel, O.c. 393-402; cf. E. Fraenkel, tragedy, but then neither does da.aZov5-except in 
'Kolon u. Satz IL', NGG Phil-Hist. (193) 319 = O.C. 64. But aW~ayoiJ is also a variant here in G and 
Kl. Beitr. i93-4. See also on Aj. 408 (P. 128 n. I I), (Kat' daz~a~) Q (P. E. Easterling, CQ I 9 [1I9691 7 6). 
and below. This can hardly be a metrical conjecture (though cf. 

35 SoJebb, rightly, since et'p'r . . v. et)V/evo- is not Trach. i i8 C'anrrp A, and see PCPS n.s. I3 (I1967) 5 1) 
equivalent to Efp7rwv.. . . ICIbAv'sO. it may simply be a gloss on dAAaz, but it could be an 

36 There is of course lack of responsion- at the end old reading.I 
of the line. This is neatly cured by Camnpbell's .36a Cf. also Ar. Ach. 640, Eq. 405 (verb first); Ach. 
4~aQq2,>d; d2).cAuX does not occur elsewhere in 215, Eq. 707, 855; S. O.C. II174. 
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P.V. 21 OVT' 7 qcolvv OVTE TroV Iopoqv flporTwv. One distrusts Jackson's Sprachegfiihl at one's 
peril, but given a language in which 'Xovtlv, o; ?' oov (H.F. 636) means 'some have possessions 
and others do not', or 4 Iyev cosd C Oracova, i j' c oS TeTOKE 7raZSa (S. fr. 471) 'one said that 
her son was faster, the other that hers was', to jib at ov pEfas rtv' oV'7 voorilaas is to strain at 
a gnat. The additional abnormality of ov'r ... ov (rt) (cf. on S. El. I22-3 above) which 

Jackson also found fault with is not necessary; if we accept Eustathius' ov'rE rt pEas as 

representing the indirect tradition,37 
os ov pe:as rtv', ovriT vocTfL(ras 

is just as good. OVTE Lr peeas in Eustathius is just normalising syntax. 
Then there is no gap in 699, and the problem is how to make 700 a lekythion meaning 

something like 'taking them (the herbs) from the bounteous earth'. Inadequate are: 
>opla3os -rL yaS AE-Cv (rL makes no sense); Oopfacos yatas EAElv (the long anceps is relatively 

infrequent, though this is not a compelling objection); Oopfadoso re yds- Aot (coordinate with 
Karevvaaece: pointless hysteron-proteron); bopf3a8os a7r6 yds- AEZv (makes sense and metre 
but does not account for ECK Tr). But 684 = 700 might be chor. dim. after all, in which 
case there are many possibilities. The crux remains. 

Phil. 1130-5 

I155-8 

- nOV EAwVXOV opa-S, OpElvas- EL TrLvas 

EXEtS, ,rOv 'HpaKAELOV 
aOhAov JSde cro 

OVKET& Xpr(6LopEVOv TO eEOvaUrepov 
dAA' ev LETraAAaya 

7TOAViu7)XaJvov avopos peapC( . . . 

.. Ep.. TET, Vvv Ka,ov 

avTriovov Kopraat acro'Ia Trpos' xapv 
e/ai' crapKos' adoAas. 

I 132 ai0Atov] apOptov Erfurdt I34 dlA' Ev] 'AAov 6' ev Hermann ,ETailiayq] eST' dycKaAat Cavallin 

Dain alone of modern editors rightly keeps a'OAtov. He translates 'n'as tu pas pitie a 
penser que le pauvre heritier d'Heracle ne pourra pas de suite user de toi?' (A more literal 
rendering of the articulation is 'that the heir of Heracles will not, poor wretch, be able . ..') 
The gift of the bow is indeed enough to make Philoctetes 'Heracles' man', but he was 
Heracles' man before. It was with Heracles that he made his first visit to Chryse, when 
Heracles sacked Troy; that was why he knew the island, and why he was guiding the 
Greeks when the snake bit him.38 The description looks forward to Heracles' appearance 
at the end of the play. For the phrase, cf. ol BpamcTeoi, 'Brasidas' men', etc. 

In 1 34 aAA' ev (IEuraAaya does not correspond with cd/as uapKos aldo'as in 1I57. Hermann's 
d2Aov 3' 'v is widely accepted, but - - - = u - - is doubtful except at the beginning of a 

37 Eustathius' oiVe nt p'ea; might just be due to a 
recollection of Od. iv 690 OVTe rtva pea as e~aiarov 
o'ire rt einrv E| v 68Izp. But as Jackson says 
Eustathius certainly did have access to an independent 
tradition, cf. adpiplra,iat at El. 192. 

38 ' Phil. i94 Tdv fpcoUdv rltwV v e Ovaev 'HpaKArJ 
rjvtKa Kard Tpoiaq earpdTevaev; Philostr. jun. (Imag. 
17, 859 K): Philoctetes knew where the altar of 
Chryse was because he had been there before 
with Heracles; Euripides, Philoctetes ap. Dio Chrys. 
Or. 59, 9: Philoctetes showed the Greeks where the 
altar was, cf. S. Phil. hyp. 4-5. The coincidence of 
the later sources with Euripides is enough to show 
that this version is not a late invention. Moreover, 
a series of vase-paintings (the earliest c. 430) show 
Heracles with Philoctetes (named) and/or Iolaus or 
Lichas at an altar, most probably the altar of Chryse 

(see E. M. Hooker, JHS 70 [I950] 35-42). Mrs 
Hooker plausibly suggests that these were inspired 
by Euripides' play (431), in which the incident may 
well have been mentioned, rather than a large 
painting ofc. 440 as Schefold thought. This previous 
association of Philoctetes and Heracles may belong 
to an early form of the legend, as Wilamowitz and 
C. Robert held (Herakles II 80; Gr. Heldensage 599 n. 3); 
in any case it is earlier than Sophocles' Philoctetes. 
The mere fact of Philoctetes receiving the bow from 
Heracles would of course suffice to make him 
'Heracles' man', xov 'HpaKAelov, and thus anticipate 
Heracles' entry in the play; but the phrase has more 
point if it implies the earlier association of the two. 
(Cf. Sen. Here. Oet. 1717 Alcidae comes, with ib. 
I603-6 umerisque tela / gestat et notas populis 
pharetras / Herculis heres.) 
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period,39 which this is not, and no good sense can be got from the Greek. Jebb translates: 
'thou hast found a new and wily master; by him art thou wielded', and explains: 'the gen. 
after pEtaMayc~ denotes the thing to which the change is made, cf. Thuc. vi I8.-4 airTpaypouorj"s 

tLEcrat3oA&7, a change to inactivity'. Others compare e.g. LEira/laAEZV VEovs' vP6i-4rovS 'change 
to new ways'. But at E. H.F. 765 SE-raAAaya' &LKp VWv means a change from tears not to 

them, and -rca'v p1) BoAp-- oSt.. J i payiioaivO ,LLETcLPoA3 api vcu is obviously much 
easier: aqi.k is an elegant variation on '7o7 TO?) cL7TpVCLovc ELVCLL FL. ClAov 3 E' A LETaAay1i 
a~vSpos, on the other hand, cannot mean, of a possession, 'change to a new master'; this 
would need 2Aov cSETorTo'Tov; and what meanwhile is the construction of 'p&cra ? 'You are 
wielded in the change to a new master' cannot mean what Jebb says it means. We need a 
noun in the dative, depending on the verb and governing the genitive. Cavallin bravely 
wrote JAA' atEv /LE7' d'yKaActgS, but although the poet Lovelace might 'with a stronger faith 
embrace a sword, a horse, a shield', it is not the best way to use a bow. Besides, there is 
nothing wrong with E'V tLEraAAaYa. The obvious word is XEpoti;, and Hartung duly supplied 
it with XEpoLV 3' Ev ,LLETraMaya, giving exact responsion. But as the preceding verse is 
certainly pure dactyls, a further change is then needed to make it end with a vowel: and 
pEOtWTTnEpov being clearly sound, this is not only a false economy, but an impossible one. 
The alternative is aA'A' v )LLETaAAayd <XEpoZvt>, with a change in the antistrophe. 4i'sa UapKcOs 
acdAasa seems sound enough, but possessive pronouns are often intrusive in mss.: uagis has 
displaced x - u, e.g. Iv VcwraLT. We then have: 

I134-5 aAA' cv tlETaAAaya <Xepo^Cv> 

7TOAMv/I')Xaxvov d)v8poll E6pcTr7, 

1156-7 ... aLV'4OVOV KOpEYcrLa crola 7fppo XaPtv 
<KEv oatTr> uapKOs adoAasx40 

This has the additional advantage of getting rid of the sequence u - - u - u -, which 
I argue elsewhere41 is avoided by Aeschylus and Sophocles. 

Phil. 1192-2 T'n p'E'eoVrES; aJAAoKo'rw 
yVL/La-cov TW! TapO' wvi 7iTpov4atvEsx. 

zxpoVTatvEg] rpopai'vetg Pearson 

Codd. give no intelligible metre; Pearson's 7Tpo0batVEtL9 gives a hipponacteum, which as 
Page says (POPS, n.s. 6 [1960] 53) is 'at home in this context'. But as Page points out the 
past tense is essential, since the sense must be: 'your intention is different from what you 
declared before'. Page therefore writes: 

'ri pE6oVTEg; dJAV0KoT0S yvuo4ta Trcov lTapoS' av 7Tp0q ctvELg.. 

'the intention you reveal is different from before'. It is simpler to keep the imperfect and 
the rest as they are, and write L'v <uiv'> 1rpoz;0aavEs-, giving - - - u u - u - - -;Sophoclean 
(cf. on El. 122-3), and just as much at home in this context. 

E. CYCI. 76-81 3'Y OJ c p'7To47TAo9 

G?JTEVW Kt5KAW)7rt 
T(i) LLOVOS 

' Wra~ 3oiYAog 'JAat'vwov 
cnvv TWSE TrpaLyov XAal-Va /iEAE'a 

39 Cf. LMGD 73, 1oo. current in the fifth century, cl. A. Suppl. 8oo, S. Ant. 
40 A' arlwlthnmrantealuini 293, E. Ion 504, Hec. 1078 (History of Classical 

tragedy to the pre-Zenodotean version of Il. 1-5 Scholarship (i968) I 1-3). I owe this point to 
oiwOVOiat Tc 6afTa, shown by Pfeiffer to have been Professor Lloy d-Jones. 
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O-7pEvW KvKAWrn is accepted by Diggle (CQ n.s. 21 [i 97] 145) as a 'hexamakron', ci. Dale, 
LMGD 60-2, but he disallows the brevis in longo, and therefore transposes Kv'KAann T-cn 
tLOVOE'pKTraL O'qTEVW etc., giving enoplia. The brevis in longo is in order: brevis in longo 
without pause is in any case not so rare that it must be emended, and here a light pause 
is given by the apposition of Irc- IOvO8E'CPKra. But the analysis as hexamakron is very 
questionable, since this verse is always clausular to Klaganapaste.42 This passage might 
be a parody of such, but if so it is not a very obvious one. - - - u - -, mol. ? bacch., 
like Trach. 523-4a 

' 8' EVW7OTLSr Ctgp pa T-7AaLv}EZ racp' 6' Op, would be equally out of place here 
(and so would Page's suggestion Kv'KACwTL 6?qEVrW ia. + sp.43). Diggle's transposition is easy 
and gives satisfactory metre, but Kv'KAw0r7T looks like a gloss, as Headlam thought. Cut it 
out, and there is no need to juggle the words around to make metre, as he did: O-qpEV`W T4j 

/sOVOSEPK1a paroem., followed by 4 ? 2 anapp. SoiAos- goes with aJatvwv, giving pause 
after the paroemiac. 

Cyci. 262-66 tLLa -rov Houc8ijT&O v TEKOvTra or', Ci) Kv'KAWO/J, 

/la dov ILEyav Tp[TWova Katt 'v N77p&a, 
tua Tr)v KaAvOubJ ra' TE NqpS KopaS', 
Ta 6 LEPa KV/JXL Tcov E lflXY YEVOS, 

a7rcoiir4oua ... 

265 TCa 6' Hermann: pua 0' L 

Hermann rightly objected to tca 6': when /cza is repeated in oaths it is always in asyndeton.44 
But Tr 6' will not do either, since the new category-sea and sea-creatures-again needs 
asyndeton.45 ci Ki3Li 6' LqEPOV), with corresponsive 7E ... TE is possible (Jackson, Marginalic 
Scaenica 54), but the change is considerable; so too with /pa' Kv/lLauO i'Epa' T (Blaydes), which 
introduces a rare postposition of corresponsive TE (cf. GP 5I7, Fraenkel on A. Ag. 229). 
KV/LactTa could do with an article, like Poseidon, Triton and the rest. Wieseler wrote ~tca <Tra> 
6e EpaL; simpler, however, is tci GdalEpa', with crasis.46 For the form cf. Ar. Vesp. 408 taaiLTUL 

(see K.-B. i 220 f.); for the second-foot anapaest, cf. 272, 562, 588, 647, here with comic 
effect in the solemn formula. 

Cyci. 511-18 KaAov o'iqaortv SE8OPKCWS' 

KaA5ss E'K7rEpa /IEAa6pcJ)v. 
Ku u -> bLAEZ g TLS a7gLcLS; 

A15XVa S' aL)uLLEVoV tSa&ua corv 

Xpoa Xw't TEpEcLva vpIc'Oa 

SpoUEpWV EUrWGEY av-TpWov. 

cTrc/,7aVWv 8 ov; Fula xpot'c 

'7ErMt uOv KpaTra TaXX EOFLLA7UEorL. 

514 eqizLtevov Ut vid. L: a1dtle'vet 1 P 

Polyphemus emerges, drunken and lecherous, ready for his K64pos-. The satyrs rehearse the 
pleasures to come, hinting meanwhile at the fate in store for him. The defective line 513 
makes the satyrs suggest either (with Tcss) that they may be the object of his desires, anti- 
cipating the joke at 585 ff., where he picks on Silenus as his Ganymede; or (with TISI) that 

41 BICS 22 (1975) 88-95. 
42 A more sceptical view of 'hexamakra' is now 

taken by Diggle in PCPS n.s. 20 (974~) 22-4. 
43 Possibly u - u -u u - u (enopl.) + - u - - -, 

but this is also rare in Euripides. 
44 For examples of repeated pa' see Pfeiffer on 

Callim. fr. 194. 105-6, to which add Men. Dysc. 
666-7 (these references, and that in n. 46 below, I 
owe to Dr Diggle). 

45 I am indebted to Mr R. A. S. Seaford for this 
point. 

46 So F. Franke, Commentationum de Cyclope Euripidis 
criticarum et grammaticarum spec. i (1829) 32 (Oiepd, 
vel potius Oaicpda), with reasons and the parallels for 
form and metre. The conjecture seemed worth 
reviving in this note, since it is clearly better than 
others since. 
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nobody loves them, while Polyphemus has a vv4tfr waiting for him. It is also possible that 
the line was spoken by Polyphemus.47 Then comes the crux: (I) atia is unmetrical and 
also inappropriate, since it states as plain fact what should be sous-entendre; (2) xd(s is 
meaningless. 

The following points may be made. (i) adLL/E'vEL is an early correction of Triclinius, and 
may therefore be due to his exemplar and not to conjecture.48 (2) 'Lamps await your 
flesh' (with Xpoa as the object of adxE'vt, as Dindorf and others have supposed) cannot be 
right, since again it says in terms what must be said in hints: there is no ostensible meaning 
to suit the context, and dramatic irony is not effective if there is no irony. (3) TepEVa 

vvpf)xa is certainly right; the 'slender bride' (nymph) may or may not allude to the stake 
which is to blind the Cyclops. (4) The meaningless x's might well conceal some case of 
Xpto, giving a paregmenon found elsewhere in such contexts, cf. Suppl. I02I XPrTa Xpwrt 
7reXaa OEyEva (with Collard's note), Theocr. ii 140 Kal aXv Xps r xpc- w ET raVETro. Kirch- 
hoff, assuming da,le&vEt to be correct, accordingly read: AtXva a' adeLvEt TreAa cOav f Xpoa Xpo 
TrEpeLva vv/1a. 7TEAa is superficially attractive, since it is tolerably close in uncials to Sata, 
the word often has sexual overtones, and there is an exact parallel in Suppl. I.c. But (i) 
,reAdaco is the only form of the future in Euripides; (2) the form xpo is found elsewhere only 
in the stereotyped phrase, 'in close contact'; (3) ao4 not aov is required.49 

The close of the stanza is manifestly ironical, the pivot of the ambiguity being eotLLXjuaeL, 
since 0o/tAE,t can be used of good or bad association (e.g. Or. 354 EVrvXtlats avt-r ouAXE'/ ; fr., 
34I.2 tu(S' 6tuhoItv KaKoSI). Less obvious is opoepu.v .. . rpwv. A cool cave is a good 
place for making love (Theocr. iii 6, Hor. C. i 5, 2; E. Ion 17, al.), but Polyphemus' cave is 
also Spoaupo' because it is spattered with the blood of his victims (cf. I.T. 443 opdaov 
ala-rrqpadv). cdaJeveC is also ambiguous. dvaitevEw is commonly used of pleasant things in 
store, as at Ion 578 oi or' oAlXtov ,Yv KCTrKrr-pov avapeveL 7TarpoS, but sometimes, perhaps with 
some irony, of the reverse, as in Hec. 1281 I ovta AovSrpa a' a&dcLevlt.50 There is therefore more 
point if the sous-entendre begins with dcLEwtEL, to be sustained for the rest of the stanza. 
Conjectures such as Av;Xva S' afLiLeveLv eauov, I po8a, qsc, -r epeva vvtkba (Diggle),51 which 
simply refer to some normal feature of an erotic assignation, do not meet this requirement. 
E.g. AvXVa ' adpELVet irdaal aov I xpoa cKat repetva vv'/Ca52 does meet it, but 'lamps await your 
flesh', as we have seen, gives the game away, and the Greek does not readily yield a secondary 
meaning. Moreover, as we have also seen, xpoa Xds strongly suggests, in an erotic context, 
some play on Xpc6s. I suggest: 

AXvtva o dLtEVE aoEL ov o,uLa, 

xpoa Xpcos, epecva vvfL>a. 

'Lamps await your eye, flesh your flesh, a slender bride (nymph)', two coordinate phrases, 
with repeEtva vvfi4>a in apposition, in the first place to Xpcs, more remotely (with sous-entendre) 
to Av'Xva. The sous-entendre is then obvious, the surface meaning rather less so, since oSucla 
is not in general used, like TlAht a, to denote the verbal action, 'glance', 'gaze' (cf. JHS xcvi 
[1976] I23). If the sense of o Mua is slightly strained, this is justified by the obvious sous- 
entendre: as often in dramatic irony, the allusion is more important than the ostensible 
meaning (ib. 138 f.). aov yoi'a -> Sata adv would be due to a combination of uncial corruption 
and simplex ordo. This is however highly speculative, and the passage must remain a crux. 

47 As Diggle suggests, Maia 24 (1972) 345. apposition, is unlikely to be right since nAdCo in a 
48 See Zuntz, Inquiry 38, al. That the alteration is sexual context is intransitive only at P.N. x 81. 

early is shown by the agreement of P. (Mr R. A. S. 50 I owe this point to Mr Seaford. 
Seaford tells me that the correction is l2 or I3, but that 51 o.c. (n. 47). He compares (after L. E. Rossi) this may be simply a clarification of an obscure Alcaeus fr. 346. i (L.-P.) nCvwCJev trl rd xTv'v' 6ouus- 
compendium in L.) voUev; 6aiKZrvAo deypa. The passage is certainly 

49 The first objection (which I owe to Dr Diggle), relevant, but does not show that Avxva is object rather 
is decisive, and the second cannot easily be met: (ac) than subject in Cycl. 514. Nightfall as a time for love 
Xpot xpc) will not do, since Xpco is not found either, is an obvious topos. 
though said to be Attic by Choeroboscus (in Theod. 52 ndaAat is due to Dindorf, Kai to Hartung, the 
1.248 H); (aO) yXol Xpcr;, with repetva vjtzq a in combination to Seaford. 
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Cycl. 672-5 
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Kv. OrO' !s a'rco Aea'. Xo. OViK ap' OvSEtl <Kr'> r8Kt. 

Kv. Oris t LE rve3Aoo f3lAe4apov. Xo. OVK ap' et TVuAos1. 
Kv. cS wr ao - Xo. Kaol irs o' 0' oVis av GfEtrj v TVov; 
Kv. crKcoTEts. O (' OVrTS rrov '-rtv; Xo. ovSatkovi, Kv'KAcw. 

o3i; (<a'> Battierius] ] oveE; 

The usual interpretations of wd 87 au are rightly rejected by Diggle (CQ2 I [I97] 49-50). 
It cannot mean '(blind) as you are' or 'asyou say', nor can it be interrupted and left un- 
finished, sc. e.g. aToAoto.53 Diggle supposes that Kal rrW ...; interrupts ws 8r av .. c. . aKrr7et 

'how you jest'. There are several objections to this. (i) It is true that interruptions some- 
times have no bearing on what the first speaker is saying. But when a speaker is interrupted, 
though his words may be grammatically incomplete, he has always said something significant, 
which he completes or expands after the interruption.54 This is not so with 'how you do ... 

jest'. (2) Why Kal -r&- . ..; ? (3) aKwrrrets is better by itself, as at Ar. Plut. 973 ,KC TTEtS~, 

eyoj Se, Men. Dysc. 54 (rather similar are Men. Phasma 90o a Ka'rayeAas ,uov; Ran. 55 7 
(rKLjrTTE E ', cf. Austin on Samia 596). What we need is for the Cyclops to say, in answer to 
OvK ap' et ruvoAds, 'How do you mean? Of course I'm blind', i.e. rws; or rrtc Ae'yes; 
The joke is then explained-being slow-witted he has failed to understand it-and he says 
OKcrrTTrS. Read e.g. W?s 8r7ra; or rrwS fS av'; (cf. e.g. E. Su. 756, El. 575, Ar. Av. 319, Plut. 
268 Nri (rs; Nub. I443 7r rs aO v;): 

-OVK ap El ruAods. 

--7rcS 7 t01 r;-Kal 7Trwg c Ovrt7SI v Oeii 1 rvfATdv; 
- crKtorTELS , KTA. 

KaL then has some point: it picks up rr?os, and answers the implication 'I am blind'. Corrup- 
tion could occur in various ways, e.g. k's/ becomes &), then r7Ts is altered to give a feeble 'tu 

quoque' sense. 

Med. 44-5 SELV7j yap' OVTOL paotlwS yE crvuaAucv 

EX0pav rtt avrT7 KaAAXwtKov oLtEat. 

otaerat] aaerat Muretus 

KaALtvtKos refers primarily to the victor, as in -rjveAAa KaXAAVLK,os, cf. Archil. fr. 19 D 

( 324 West); or to the song (btvos, 8Sd, udAog), in which case the noun is sometimes 
omitted: P.O. ix 1-2 7ro i,v 'ApXLAoXoV xeAos- [I Wvaev 'OAvFL7Tia, KaAAivtKOS O rpt'rAoos0 

KEX?aScsL | apKEaE . . (s.c. vavos), cf. E. H.F. I8o rov KaXAAlKov . . eKW/LaUEv; ib. 68I tav 

KaAALtVKav JdelaS (s.c. c ldv); P.N. iii I8 KacfLtarTw ov Se TrAayaiv [ aKO^s VyITlpov ... (T KaAAIVtKOV 

,E'pet (sc. xeiAos); it never qualifies the prize. oi'aerat in this context must mean 'win'; and 
since KAAL'VtKOV cannot refer to the prize, the phrase could only mean 'he will not win the 

victory-song'. But this would need the article (P.O. ix 3 is clearly no exception). We must 
read aaETra (Muretus), 'he will not sing "KcAAtvLKtos" (for the accusative, cf. A. Ag. 48 
KAXaovTas "Aptj, with Page's note). If it is objected that victors do not sing their own 
victory-songs, the answer is that Dicaeopolis does so at Ar. Ach. I227;55 cf. E. H.F 80 
(quoted above), with P.O. ix 3-4. 

53 This is only possible when the word to supply 
can be inferred either from what the speaker has 
already said (see Diggle's own remarks on aposiopesis 
in PCPS n.s. I 5 [969] 57) or from the context; e.g. 
Men. Epitr. 442-3 cT?; av oYv, :tpC; r6tv 0eOv, j naco 
av iKerevzt-is explained by 435-6 diAA' dano6 r naitv 
. ..; azonov. 

54 The point is made by an apparent exception at 
S. O.C. 209-1 1: 

OL. -I 6evot droZTOAt;, dAoa ., 
Xo. T : To' d7Tevv?Entet, y7pov ; 
Ot. j 7 lU a E t ic, } p el(l). 

The bare negative is enough to tell the chorus what 
kind of utterance is to follow. Slightly different is 
S. El. 854-7: 

HAl. pLu tE vi5v /fL?7Ker 

ztapaydy;l, lV' ov 
Xo. rT TrjQs; Hi. ndpetartv eAmzOov 

... dpoyai. 

Here the simple question Ti qvrjq; needs no such 
indication. 

55 This might be just a joke, like singing 'for I'm a 

jolly good fellow'. But though it is doubtless the 
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0Efol xop&os tev jtvS, Et XAyeLa Aw- 
rov Xaptse tevl Salt 

EL77 8 EvXapLs 'Aqpo8i- 
Tra reprrvov SC TI Ka,l iXtAwv 

ap' evTXtav ISaao . 
rwv Trapos ov SOKOVYVTraV. 

evL atL has been variously emended. The latest suggestion, evSE'aev (J. Diggle, PCPS 
n.s. I5 [1969] 4I) is ingenious and colourful, and could be right. Another possibility is 
ev ' ao0Sa&, 'when the lovely pipe rings clear, and there are songs besides', cf. 780 vwv 
adoSal Xopov rE LoA,Trrac. For ev 8e in a similar context, cf. S. Trach. 207 ev S KowvO dspaevv W 

iTCo KAayya, P. fr. 70, 8 if. S ev 8e KE'XAsaev KporaA' a0Ooteva re Sas; for the ellipse cf. O.C. 
55 ev Oe Hvpq6pos 0EOg, P.O. xiii ev Se Motcr' dSvrrvoos. 

Diggle is right to see a priamel here (CQ 22 [I972] 241-2), so that in 894 Se is correct 
but not EL?.56 Madvig's 'Sefta 8', which he reads, may well be right also. But he is wrong 
to meet the objection that 'Aphrodite, when she is charming, is pleasant' is tautological57 
by comparing passages where moderate and excessive love are contrasted, e.g. Med. 627 ff., 
Hipp. 525 ff. (add I.A. 543 ff.). This qualification is irrelevant to the priamel and disrupts 
it. It would be out of place for the chorus to imply that there are some kinds of love they 
do not like, just as eolt Xopos ttev '1v, E . . . should not be taken to imply that there are 
some kinds of dance they do not like (a point on which Diggle rightly insists).58 ev'Xaptg 
would not be attributive but ornamental, like e.g. eSAEK-rpoS in Trach. 515. We could also 
write del S' ev'xapts 'Aqposlora, with v'Xapts as the predicate (= suavis), giving a freer form 
of priamel;59 though perhaps eviXapts is not a sufficiently general word of approval. 0Eoi 
may simply be a conventional way of introducing a judgment, like Eyco at Ale. 962, crol ILv 
at Ion 485 or 7rap' E'otyE at Bacch. 40,60 but it could have a special point here: it is the 
chorus speaking,61 so the first term of their priamel is dancing.62 

Hipp. 622-3 . . . ralSwv -TpiacOat (a7repfJa, -rov rt71trlaro 
T7rS a las EKaCFTov. 

Barrett translates, 'Each man for the amount appropriate to his estate'. -rtlyta, he 
says, seems to be confined to two specific usages, (a) assessment for property-qualification, 
(b) the sum assessed as damages or a penalty in a law-court. There are two ways of taking 
the passage: (i) the price varies according to the child's value, i.e. rov -rti7-/aro La rrjS dtlas 
means 'the sum at which its value is assessed', rtlFrja general; (2) the price varies according 
to the father's means: 'for the sum appropriate to his estate', 7 dacia rov rttq/xaros. Barrett 
has no doubt that (2) is right: (i) word order puts the emphasis on TrIuttiarog not adlas, 

victor's friends who would strike up the KatiAt'VKO; 

(cf. Z P.O. ix I), there is no reason to think the victor 
would feel inhibited from joining in. 

56 In P.P. x 2 f. 0e6o eli'7 airnyov KEap' evS6aibwv 
6E Kai t VjuvrT;0 o06oa dvr) p, KTi., eir is obviously quite 
different. 

57 C. Austin and M. D. Reeve, Maia, 22 (1970) 
I1-12. 

58 Austin and Reeve, with some justice, question 
whether the conditional el can bear this non- 
restrictive meaning. My doubts are not wholly 
allayed by Diggle's paraphrase 'if the flautist strikes 
up a tune, I like to dance', as I do not know an exact 
parallel. Bacch. I35 ;6Vg ev 'peatv, 6Tav . . . nea 
ne6oae is presumably a case in point, if it refers to the 
god. Possibly ie = si quidem, as e.g. in P.O. ix 25-7 
dyyeAlav newpVo rav'rav, el .. . . etlpov Xaphrov 
viuo/Lat Kdrov, where the el clause is strictly causal. 
But perhaps d should be read. 

59 As e.g. at P.O. i i ff., B. iii 85 ff. (cf. F. Dornseiff, 
Pindars Stil I92I, 96 ff.). Diggle's examples and his 
comments on them give the impression that the type 
j6v ,ev . .. 6V 68 ... reptvvdv 6d Ka ... (or ir6tarov 

6e) is the only form of priamel, whereas its variety is 
manifold, as Elroy L. Bundy, in particular, has shown 
(Studia Pindarica i, Univ. of California Publ., I962). 
Dr Diggle tells me that he does not intend to give any 
such impression. 

60 See PCPS n.s. 22 (1976) 74. 
61 Cf. 0. T. 896 Tt 6el ySe xopev'tv, though this too 

can also be interpreted in persona (see D. M. Bain, 
'Audience address in Greek tragedy', CQ 25 [19751 
i6 n.). 

62 This is not to say that the priamel here hinges 
on a contrast between the speaker and others, as so 
often, e.g. P.O. i I 1-3 euol tjev (Lv MoLaa... . AAota 
6' d'2Aot llteya'ot' Tod 6' 'rXaov KopvTovrat fBaartAevfrt. 
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which fits (2) not (i); (ii) 'an Athenian will tend, if the context allows, to take Tt'i,njpa in 
one of the specific senses normal in Attic'. 

The property-qualification of the purchaser seems an unnecessary elaboration of 
Hippolytus' brave new world: the point is that children can be bought like any other goods. 
I I pE a means 'valuation' or 'assessment', and has various specific uses; two of them, namely 
the valuation of a man's whole estate, i.e. his property-qualification for census purposes, and 
the assessment of a fine or punishment, are particularly important uses and common in the 
literature. Besides this, it means 'valuation' of any piece of property, whether for tax 

purposes or not: Dittenberger 1216, 27 Eav Se' Tts- Eloubopa yy'vqTpat . . O ElUECPEtV El;Kpa1-l)v 
t/L17t/L.a Ka06 Ei'TTa ~tve (Piraeus, c' 350),63 'according to its valuation, viz. 7 minae'; 

965 Ea:iV Se TLS ELU#OPa Y/VylpTLt aC7T o% Tiv XWp)OV TOV Tt/LrnL'Ea,aT0S TOVS' &Y,LQ7Tas- ELOrbEPEW (Piraeus, 
late C. iv); D. xxiv I I EfL'7VVUEV El3KrVjKqLwV EXEt 'ApXE73tOV Kacd AVoLtELe'8-qV xp-taTa NaVKpaLTTtLKa4 

rpqttrfLa ?rcAav' E'v'CL Kcd' ?rpcic~Ko Cv'cia 'to the value of'; also 'assessment', i.e. 'rate of tax', 
D. xxvii 9 ITEVTEKat'SEKa TaAaWTOwV yap Tpta Ta'AalVTa Tt'/_qL/aa TaVTp' 7qeIovv EtaOEPEWV T-/V 

ELU9op aV. So the range of its technical uses is wider than Barrett says. But I doubt the 

argument in itself. Occam's razor is a useful instrument in the interpretation of ancient 
texts: we should not be too ready to give words special meanings without evidence. But it is 

carrying this principle too far to say that an Athenian, hearing the word TtilUca in a tragedy, 
would take it to mean a fine or a tax-assessment unless the context forbade it. A bizarre 
feature of Hippolytus' fantastic aSvcvaToV is that children can be valued; so Euripides uses 
the verb-noun T-4 ta, rather than simply saying T7s StYtsa (rTFu7S). The emphasis is indeed 
on 7 cz-q'l-0 os-, though I should not attach much weight to the argument from word order. 
But the difficulties and ambiguities disappear if we take -rov to be enclitic: 

-7rat3w 7r~taT9 cr -r~ ov) Tqt7)f_LaTos,1 

Tqs cJasta EKaaTToV. 

'buy children at a valuation, each for its proper price'.6 Barrett says that the gen. after 
vzp1aua0a must be the actual price paid, so that 'according to' 'nach', 'suivant' etc. are 
slipshod mistranslations. When the valuation actually is the price paid, this fine distinction 
between aestimatio and pretium becomes invisible. 

Andr. 465-7 OV EITOTE &8OV/iLa AE'IKTp' e'7atGvEuc)f3pOTWJV 

ot3& auo/LIakTopagS KOPOVS-, 

Ept8&LSo'KOLKV SVEr/IEVELS!g TE Av'1Tasg. 

=4711-3 0v C y EVL 17T02Et7 &TVXO t TvpaVvvA 
/lELaS, a/L4elvoVES! c,bEpECv, 

a'XGOS' e7'aXE Ka'U orraots#79IToAtTaLsX. 

471 0i6 y' Lenting: ot3' yd v codd. 7 ~o ~'~~e ALV 00o T' ~~ iOtV el 

In 471 Lenting's conjecture for the unmetrical oV'S~ Ey/ap E'V will not do. E'' (E"VO) 

occurs in tragedy, and that very rarely, only when it is (part of) a predicate, e.g. A. Ag. 78 
'Ap-.js; 8'0V'o K E'' XW'pa~. ol3&E is certainly right: 'double rule is not better in cities either', 
cf. GP I 9 f. Read ov38E' y' aipa 7ro'AeOL ('for cities'); on y' a4pa see J. C. Lowe, Glotta 5i 
(1972) 34-64. 

In 475 neither a'Gos' sir7' a' GEt nor a'O -'r sir' aI'XOet corresponds with EpuSaS. oLtKWOV. 

There are several lines of emendation. Musurus' 'ptv pE'v (answered presumably by TE) 
does not convince. ~!t8as- E'V OL'KOtSg 4n38a KacLT oLKOvs, are inferior to the simple genitive. 
adX6os VE"r'] a'XOEt might be defended by e.g. Hel. 365 aXEaL -3 aXEot, 8a'Kpva &aLKpvcltv Eagfe, 
but as Jebb remarks (on S. 0. T. I 75), in such phrases the simple dative is always assisted 

See Dittenberger's note. 661 It makes no difference whether we write g'Vt = 

64This suggestion was endorsed by Lloyd-Jones E'veort (whence M. Gr. elvat) with Fraenkel and 
in his review of Barrett's edition (J7HS 86 [1966] others, or E'Vi (sc. Ia1) with Page; cf. Wackernagel, 
i64 f.). Syntax ii i66, cited by Page ad loc. 
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by a verb (so even in Hel. l.c.) and the rather different dative VroA&Tats is awkward. aXos- (r') 
eT' a'XOEt may well have intruded, via the margin, from 395-6 r' si &/LE SEi TEKEL-V 9(XPlV 

aX0s 7 

' 
X0 TcOSE ?rrpoue'cvOat SITmAovV. There are then various possibilities. The words 

could have replaced a similar phrase with a different noun, e.g. aXe' sir' aXEl; but a'eos. is 
the right word for the burden of divided rule. I suggest exempli gratia lsv1ttov a'XGos, cf. 
386, 465, HipP. 1345 otov 'KPJv61) &L'SvPov tkEA6PO0SL I'7rG OS. 

Andr. 833-5 &r /LE' tEZ crrE'pva 

KacA1YTTTEW 7Er`7TAOLS ; S-^a KaL 

aJ,uL9tavT) Kat awKpVITTa SC- 

spaLKaClEV IoUatv. 

= 837-9 KaTa ELEV OVV CTTEVC* 

&a'asg ro'ALas-, av epEp$< 
) KaTcaTpaToS' EyC KaTa- 

paTos' aV6PCn7TrOS!. 

838 6atag] 69 fltaiat B 839 Ji MBLPT 6 V: , A 

The strophe seems sound; the brevis in longo without pause oaTEpva KaAV'TrTELV is not 
especially remarkable.66 In the antistrophe, 3atas TO'A Lpas gives U - - U -- - U - - -, 

= hyp., a responsion not certainly attested (see above, p. 127 and n. 5) S C3taias. (B) 
might indicate f3taias- as the original reading, as Stevens suggests, but is more likely a 
mistake. TroALasa attas is an easy change. &3Aa Ka' = av eppC' gives an impossible respon- 
sion of hiatus (after a prepositive!) and elision. Maas, in his interleaved copy of Schroeder's 
Euripidis Cantica, now in my possession, divided: 

S7)Aa Kat aFUfAUbLSaV? KaU aLKpv1TTra S- 

8paKaL/CV 7TfOaLV, 

dactyls with shortened ithyphallic clausula, i.e. a long prosodiac compound; cf. the similar 
compound at S. El. I4I4 FLo?pa KacLpeEpia ~OL'Vt 96WvEL, and the corresponding enoplians at 
Track. 499, A. P. V. 545-6. Maas does not suggest a way of adjusting the antistrophe, but 
this is not far to seek: 

c`Y Ef4 L KaLTCa-rLoS 'ET KaTac- 

pa-ros. avGpoYro7tS. 

The aorist Efpga is much rarer in the indicative than !p ea (cf. A. Sept. 924, possibly Ag. 
I529), though common enough in other moods; this would account for the corruption, 
which is in any case easy. The responsion - u I is not abnormal in the first dactyl, even in 
Dale's 'B'-type dactyls; cf. e.g. S. O. T. 153/16 . 

Hec. 466'-74 ) HASos. v 7TO'AlE 

TaLS KaAAtLSSpovS.t, 'AOa- 
valas. Ev KpOKEW IE7r A 

SEvOALoia capat lrcoAovs. Cv 

at8aAcE'at t 7TroK,l1AA0ov 

aVOOKPO'KOtat ff-qvats-, 
TL-TavwV yEvEav 

68 N. Conomis (o.c. [n. 6] 45) maintains that [1976] '44 n. 87) that this appears to be true of 
brevis in longo without pause is extremely rare in Sophocles, but not of Aeschylus or Euripides (see dochmiacs. I noted on S. Trach. ioo8 if. (JHS 96 CQ 27 [19771 46 f.). 
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7av Zevs daJLqL7TrvTpK KOLtI- 

EL bAoyuLpC KpoviSas. 

KaLiAluqppovg M: -ov rell. apa M (Sapa) 0: dipuaza V: adpuaTt rell. 

The chorus speculate on their destination: the Peloponnese? Thessaly? Delos? Or 

perhaps Athens, where they will ply the loom, the typical activity of captive women from 
Homer on (II. vi 466). But their task there would be a peculiarly Athenian one, weaving 
the peplos to be carried in the panathenaic procession and placed on the xoanon of Athena. 
The peplos67 was in fact woven afresh each year, not by captive slaves but by the arrhephoroi, 
free-born Athenian girls; a privilege of which the exiled Iphigeneia thinks with longing: 
(I.T. 222-5) ovS' l(aTTo E'v KaAAtOqB6yyotL I KEpKiSt HaMaA8oso 'Ar16Sos EIKL I Kal TTrdvwov 
7TroKtiovaa. The scenes depicted on it were of Athena and the other gods, Zeus and 
Poseidon, sometimes Dionysus, with their mortal helper Heracles, in their victory over the 
Giants; an episode which figures seldom in literature, but often in art,68 as even the literary 
evidence testifies: Ion 206-18, where the visitors to Delphi point out familiar scenes on the 
temple; cf. ib. I528-9 aa Trbv rrapaaurliovaav apiLLaliv 7TOTE NItKrqV 'AOrvav Zr]vt yryeVEts E'Mr, 

'by Athena Nike, bearing her shield for Zeus beside his chariot against the Earth-born 
ones' :69 a frequent black-figure type in which Athena fights by Zeus' chariot as paraibates. 
On the peplos Athena rode triumphant on her chariot, as is reflected in the black-figured 
type which begins about 530. This type virtually disappears after 500, and Euripides 
doubtless had the peplos itself in mind, rather than contemporary vase-paintings, when he 
here sets Athena on her chariot. He does in fact speak of Titans, not Giants, here and at 
I. T. I.c., but he certainly means Giants: Athena has nothing to do with the Titanomachy- 
she was not even born at the time. This syncretism is found in other writers after Euripides, 
but is particularly odd in this context.70 KaAAli('tpos refers of course to the goddess not her 
horses. The genitive has been introduced in various ways: KaAAI8t$>pov r' (clearly wrong); 
KaAAti'pot' (-olo is never elided in tragedy); KaAAli(tpo6 Hermann, perhaps rightly; his 
rearrangement of the strophe to give exact responsion is not necessary. The usual colo- 
metry, however, gives 469 ev 8atoaAeolrot == 478 SoplKrros | 'Apyetwv, prepositive 
corresponding with brevis in longo. I prefer therefore to introduce the genitive by dividing: 

0) HaAAa8os e'v Tro'Ae 
ras' Ka:AALX&pov 

'Arqvaas- ev KpOKEWO 

7Tre7rAX {6e4o0ata dpat trTCO- 

Aovs ev alt8aAe'ata Trot- 
K aAAovc avOpoKpoKOtlt rrfvats, 

r) Ttravwv yeveav . 

The period-end marked by hiatus at 467 could then have slight pause, given by the 
apposition of 'AOrjvatas to 7aAaJ8os- . . . as KaXAtXIipov. The incidence of word-overlap, 
which is favoured in this metre, is about the same with either division. For the metre of 
467, cf. Alc. ii6 = I26, Hipp. 63, IA I040 = 1062. (In these places, as at Hec. 467, 
x - u u - need not be a separate Kurzvers-reiz. may well be the shortest-but is added 
to a blunt aeolic verse to make a longer compound.) 

In 469 apa is certainly wrong. Interrogative apa (the questions start at 447 ro . . .; 
and run right through) is never so late in the sentence.71 acp,arct, ap,uara are unmetrical. 

67 See Francis Vian, La Guerre des Geants (1952) The development of Attic black-figure (I951) ch. viii; 
25I; also pp. 63-7, 200 f. The first part of this J. A. Davison, J7HS 78 (1958) 27. 
note is largely derived from Vian's book. 69 For this interpretation see Vian, o.c. 200. 

68 Gigantomachies on vases begin, and are most 70 Aristophanes, as Vian observes (184 f.), draws 
common, in about the decade before the middle of indifferently on both legends for his parody in the 
the sixth century. This fits well enough with the Birds. For references to Hellenistic and Roman 
traditional date for the foundation (or 'revival') writers see Vian, p. I73. 
of the Panathenaea by Pisistratus (566); see Beazley, 71 Denniston indeed, after a list of examples in 
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The obvious reading is adpta, the central feature of Athena's advance on the peplos, cf. 2 
Aristid. Panatl. I97, 8 'v Toaws HavaG'p'dots kbctwov. . . 7TrTAov, E'v w' ap~ta '5v EvTrETrvIfjtWEvov. 
For the middle 6v'oovat, cf. Aic. 428 E'OpLrr7Ta 0' o' SEv'VVoUOE. Note the chiasmus. 

SETCLOSO SOUUTCZOV EITcLaAyc (LEAE'a <',ya'> 
00t)U6cvw OVS3 E'TEKOV. 

6craov ip: 7aov LP (see Zuntz, Inquiry, 65) 

&roOv would be the 'causal' use, - OrtL Too-ovov (see K.-G. ii 370-I), as in el-. 74 
GEOL 0I Or, S' 0 IL?7 L) EiEL3 I 'EA&Cqs, aIro7Tv5Etav. The epic form in -oa- is not found in 
Euripides, and occurs in tragedy only at A. Pers. 864, where dactyls perhaps license the 
epicism, S. Aj. I84 (-rTc'aov), and in mss. at Phil. 509 'OA' ucra MVJES'1 Tc7v 4kcL6v -rv Xo7t bAcWv, 
where it is easily emended (a'OA' otca [Porson], or o'u' JOAa); it is doubtful in A. fr. I7.56 M, 
certainly wrong in E. Med. 1292, and introduced wrongly by conjecture in LT. 1265 (see 
below ad loc.). Blomfield's otcnv, 'give me a share in the dead I bore, for whom I grieve,' 
is not impossible, but the two relative clauses with the same antecedent are clumsy, and the 
inversion of the first inappropriate in this highly emotional style. wg iav would make sense, 
but in tragedy is otherwise confined to trimeters: this again does not fit the emotional intensity 
of this passage. 

Rather commoner than &aos' in the causal sense is otos-, which verges on exclamatory 
otos: with Hipp. 878-9 47fl yap At owEvos- E!pXoLkca I otov otov Et0v ypaca-aCZ 1dAos (causal; 
'causal-exclamatory', Barrett) compare ib. 844-5 collot . . . UEEV, j /LE'AEOS- otov E tOV 

XAyos' 80ouwv (exclamatory). This suggests that the right reading here is otov, sc. aA yos.72 

Suppi. 960-I 

- 968-9 

8voadwv 8' O' 161os, 
7TAayKTra8 WU3Eo EtS vE9,EAa ... 

OvUT Ev' ?j0qEpbots. 

OUTr ElV WUr apt LEva O~ Co V S O LV P LOPOFLV)U 

968 Ev 9qOtqdvowtv LP: E'V TOi7 tOt 9U9vot; p (see Zuntz, Inquiry, 77) oiYx' ~v Swo0otvl] oiYx' ~v Cbatv P: 
o1) 5To !; Hermann 

The paradosis does not correspond: (i) 961 u - - u u - cannot be answered by 968 
-- u u - - (see on S. El. 122-3 138-9 above); (2) 969 has too many syllables. 

Wilamowitz cured (i) by transposing: fltos SC Svcdawv = ovUT E'v 0tkLEvotort, reiz. With this 
transposition, we could get responsion without effectively altering the antistrophe, viz.: 

El' bV S 
tFLEVOLS, OlT1 

El 5WOLs- apto (JOVtLE'va 

This gives normal choriambic displacement, and is technically possible since the elided 
pendant on-T' at the end of 968 is followed by a long, not short or anceps. But this division 
implies that 3t'os'- SE 8vuacdwv 

- 
oU'T' E'v 0tCtvots j OU . .o . is also possible; just as S. El. 

473-4 

drama (GP 49), concludes: 'There are, then, not a 
few cases in the dramatists where interrogative dpa 
is placed late'. But in such a case as Eum. 745 J Ni34 

'Aetatva ap7xrp, ap' 6ps ro'6e; the vocative forms a 
separate colon, dapa beginning a new one. If we 
exclude such cases, dpa never comes later than 
fourth word in tragedy (here, given an incision at 
'AOrjvaiag, it is sixth, otherwise twelfth). There is 
one case in comedy: Ar. Ec. 462 oM33' Crv8rtV Tx6v 

6"pOpov h"Tt :pTiyp' adpa'rpot; Denniston compares ib. 
462 oi31' 'g 6tKaoaT?ptov ap eqlt' a'AA ' 

yvv'; The 

postponements in Plato, which Denniston says are 
much freer than in other prose writers, are often to 
be explained in the same way by a separate initial 
colon, e.g. Phib. 27B Tijv 61 ' ieisEw atrtt'aV Kat 
y8vea,vw) xrdpx?pi7V )E1ywov apa tj) nAqU'tEeoh7Va dvT xt; cf. 
Fraenkel's demonstration that av in prose always 
obeys Wackernagel's rule (see above, p. 128, n. i i). 

72 In this note and the following notes on the 
Supplices I had the early benefit of Professor Collard's 
commentary, which he kindly allowed me to see in 
typescript. 
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EC tL?) 1 ywo 7CapLLpW o a TLS E(/)VV KCL 

yv6tas' AcELtTop'Va aooais# 

implies the possibility of dividing 

El AL?? yC* 7rapaq!pwv 1rL$a,tST E"Ovv 

Kal yvcpas! AELtrope'Va cLoisa, 

though how it is actually set out on the page is a matter of convention. Now x - u u - 
certainly occurs (see on Hec. 466 if.), but it is rare, and not found at the beginning of a period 
as it would be here. - - - - u u - u - is also rare, though it occurs (e.g. S. El. 474). 
So 968-9 as they stand break no rules, but give markedly abnormal metre. Moreover, 960 
seems perfectly sound, and the inverted order slightly preferable. 

In 969 doubt has been cast on Swo-s' (non-tragic) and a&pdttpovpC`Vq (prosaic: 'glossema', 
Murray). 5wo's- (5oos.) occurs in epic, lyric (Archilochus, Pindar, Aeschylus' elegiacs) and 
prose (Xenophon; cf. 5;s, Herodotus); and in contrasts between living and dead at Od. 
xvii I i6 cwooi oi'E Oavov-ros-, P.L iv Io 00LtpE'VwV 5WCZV TE qSW-rTjv, A. epigr. fr. 3.3 Bgk. (PLG ii 
240) SwOv S q6qiOLP'vwv 7TC`1ETaL KAEoS-. There is no reason why Euripides should not for once 
have used it here. J&pLOIEZv is a favourite word of his, especially passive in the sense 'be 
numbered among' (El. 729, Bacch. i317, Hyps. fr. 22, io B; fr. 787 N); there is no ground 
whatsoever for doubting it. 

Wilamowitz wrote OV7'E 0W-u' dptGtkov,dva. It is true that a participle corresponding with 
a prepositional phrase is a common enough type of variatio (cf. GV 547 n. 3), but a more 
exact formal balance is here appropriate to the sense. ovr' Ev Sw-u' aJptOPovtkCvq (after p 
oiV Ev S62uLv a.) would give an impossible elision. The best way of securing responsion 
with plausible metre is to read (with Triclinius and Hermann): 

O0 
1 

2 (0i)1 73~VLr7 OVJ+ eV K-roZs> foqslevots-,~ 
oi3 ~CwoZs- a,ptoALopeV7vl. 

Paley's further change, ot3 ~woZ&' evapWALp(t)og, is unnecessary. C`V To-S' is ciwo' Kowpoi, as often 
when the preposition is in the second member of the conj'unction (disjunction), cf. Wilamo- 
witz on H.F. 239. The change is slight, the corruptioni to oiv'r' E'V predictable. The on'ly 
difficulty is ovTE ... 01 so close together. S. Ant. 850-I lPO'rOZs O' I.. EKpLUL 

oi 6uw v vV -t, oi) Oavoikitv the same topos, is only superficially similar in form. The relevant 
evidence, which I judge to be sufficient, is set out on S. El. 122-3 = I 38-9 above. (Cf. D.2 1. 

114 0 ExT 'rp3s' Aov O~~fp'v, S. El. 991, P. P. 9.40; E. Or. 4- L?6 uE~ycs,j) r 
&XUGxCaa, /I4SE' 7Tpour0wvE-LV rnva.) 

SuppI. 1012-6 c'pJi &)q rTEAcravTV, 
I1 el / CI 

Lv EorTaKa TvXa SE' o 

6VVcL1TTE`t 7T0oog' aAALL T7)S' 

EVKAE cS. X p"' evGE OP 
IaLcOc Tau3V diT o' T 'TpaS' 

4VVa~'tEt]-Ot Paley a'A2a 'r4g] 4LAiaTt Hermann, cf. 992: a',ta' Tdg Scaliger 

nrxa SE' pLot evv'~V7TTEt IMo&s. is rendered 'the fortune of my foot cooperates' or the like, 
which is nonsense. The idiom is either 6vva{-Trco -rro'3a (or equivalent acc.) or evaiirrW absol. 
SC. 7ro'8a (cf. &\&orrw SC. iro'8a etc.) The adversative JAVaL is moreover out of place, while -im 
which is dispensable, gives a prepositive corresponding with the brevis in longo Kca-r' aWoc'pa 
in 992, which seems sound despite corruption in 993. Hermann wrote 1ro&S'l Dparct&, which 

73 Equally plausible is Kirchhoff's oVfr' <o&Y> gv in Hec. 1244. He also suggests ot) Cc$v-rcov dptOysovpu5va' 
99tevt,as Dr Diggle points out to me, comparing cl. Ba. 1317, an interesting possibility. 

Andr. 329, 731i, L.A. 1437, and L's o1"r' for oaft' o'3 
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is possible, cf. 992, El. 439; but dAAa r7jS (Trs) looks like some form of MAAay,. dAAayaZs 
(Ellis) is scarcely adequate. vva7rTT-E r r' 7o ' v aAAaya would be straightforward, cf. O.T. 
I206 ev dAAaya plov, Phil. 1134 ev lEraAAaya. But closer to codd. and in the style is: Tv'a Se 

1OL I evvarrrel iroSos dAAaya's, 'fortune joins a change of her foot to mine', i.e. changing 
fortune cooperates with me. For the phrase cf. E. El. I12 avVreltvE iro8os dpJLdv, for the 

sense, H.F. 762 LETaAAayac fvvTvXlas. The explanation follows in asyndeton: the pyre 
below gives her the opportunity to rejoin her husband. There is then no need to change 
evva'rTTEt to optative. (Collard, who endorses this conjecture, adds [ad loc.] that its effect 
is to advance 'the ruling idea EVKelas Xdptv to the head of its clause.') 

Suppl. 0oo2-3 7rvpaS bws radc ov rE 

fSa7Evovaa rTdv avrov 

= 1025-6 trT ydpoi ot Er . . . 

[E0O' a'/rwEs EV' ' et atrtves evvat 

I002 nrvpa Bothe: nvpoS codd. ra'fpov zr' eSarev'ovaa Kirchhoff: paTzesovaa Hermann 

f/arevo does not exist. Hermann's uaTrevovaa, '(I came) searching for', would make 

sense, but the word is a strange one: (kaTevw is not quite p7Twc. Exactly the sense required is 
given by Kirchhoff's conjecture, efx9arevrovaa, 'to set foot on', confirmed by the gloss 
KaO'dovoaa (on the wrong sense of eLifarevevE, 'occupy'); cf. also 989 rV8s' etuBflavovaa 
KE'EVOov. It seems to be ruled out by the brevis in hiatu at I025 rTw O cs yadotL re, the word- 
pattern corresponding exactly with oo002 rvpais (os rTdaov Te. But there is a word missing 
in 1025-6, so that TE there may also have been elided, e.g.: 

~w ~S. Y l , )' (;, 
LTra c yd apot T *ev- 

TVXO>W' aTves ev'vat . 

In terms still appropriate to the marriage procession (cf. Ion 567, Med. 688), Evadne takes 
leave of the living, more fortunate in wedlock than herself. 

The antistrophe then becomes too corrupt for restoration,74 but the context indicates the 
sense of Evadne's closing lines (I029-30), where the evvalos yaedraS is described as 

arvv7XtOelts a'vpais aSoAois 

yewvvaas' ao'xoo. 

She may be anticipating in erotic terms her union with her husband on the pyre, as Collard 
supposes (cf. 1019 if.), or, as I think, saluting the wedded life she has lost and will regain 
only, so to speak, in effigy. But in any case avvT7)XOeL' 'fused with', 'melted together with', 
has erotic overtones; cf. S. Trach. 462-3 ov8' dv e [ Kap"T evraKeL7 T9o LA>etV, 'melted into 
love', Plat Symp. I92a avvraKets rTc epw,uevco. avpats surely means 'breath', 'fragrance': 
'fused with the chaste fragrance of his noble wife'. It is true that a'pa means 'breeze' and 
that the metaphors it enters into are usually nautical; but a rendering such as 'cleaving to 
the reliable winds of his noble wife' is impossibly frigid. There is no good parallel for avpa 
in this sense; the nearest is OvttauarTov a'pat 'steam of exhalations' from sacrifices (Ar. Av. 

avEg74 .3.vc. a ea | Kalwov tvevaiwv ev "Apyet f restore the passage so that Evadne is still referring to 
p9avTaw1v T'rKVotI, if correct, would mean: '(goodbye her own children. But Evadne's children have no 

to) any legitimate marriage in Argos appearing for place in this incident: the whole monody concerns 
my children'. Evadne is then mourning her own her love for her husband and the happiness in 
children's blighted prospect of marriage, as tragic marriage they have lost. My tentative ex. gratia 
heroines do elsewhere (AIc. I65 ff., 3 8 ff.; H.F. 476 ff.; restoration would be: . . . Oa'dAAwv reKvotatv, 
Hel. 282 f., 933. I am assuming some such supplement oaov; | ewacdo (T?Kf> yapdurag, meaning any marriage 
as evTrvxoO' : i'r does not mean 'goodbye to', see of which the children are daptOaAeQg, i.e. with both 
Diggle, PCPS n.s. 20 [1974] 8 n.). q'avSativ however parents surviving, unlike Capaneus and herself. 
is very odd, and I believe corrupt. Diggle would 
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1717); in Antiphanesfr. 217, 22 a tpc refers to the savoury smell of fried fish. The relevance 
of a'5prl 0tAoTrvd` of a fish's powers of sexual attraction in Oppian (H. 4, i14) is unclear. 5 
But cf. the sense of irve Ca in such passages as Med. I074 c yAVKELa lTpoor/oA4q, I 4" E LuaAaKA6 
Xpw' 97TVEv4LLa 6' q'urTOV TE,Kvwv, Tro. 757 d vEov vTrcLayKa'AtorxLa lp-qpZ t' raTov, I5 XPJTo'g r, v 7TvEvpza. 

Cf. also Papadiamantopoulos' /ppuKw '7 SOA-q 7rvorj oov u ovpApt roil flOvVOi~ 'I find your 
chaste breath in the mountain thyme'. This sustains the image of close embrace begun at 

019--2 cTJ5,LcL 1' Wdroem fAoy,i45 ITO'T uv,LqLdEaoa, #IAov xp-oa Xpwl irE`Aas- OqJv&a. Evadne 
is re-enacting her wedding and bridal night, as in the Troades the mad Cassandra enacts 
the wedding she is never to have (cf. 1oo1 E'KlaKXEvuaLE'`Va). 

Suppi. 1115-8 AflET', ab&urloAot, 

ypactasa cqLEVOvs--Ov yap EVEcrTLV 

Aa#-utov i5rT' 7r4'Oovg- pwp-q 
-7ml 

s v 0 
rd?rCYoV - 

VoAAoi3 t&)q Xpdvovt 5Wua7lS ,LLE'arc 

KaTaA,EtJ3o(1E1`7S- -r' oAyEorL 7TOAAOSL. 

6b] -rE Reiske ieTad] luhpa Musgrave 

With Reiske's rE the text is metrical and will construe. But the sense, despite MmeJ. de 

Romilly's recent defence of codd. (Time in Greek Tragedy 45), is inadequate. There is 

nothing wrong with )td-ra in anastrophe and hyperbaton, and 'the separation of &) fromn the 
word it emphasises (here vroAAov^) is not rare (cf- 573, Hec. 480, Hel. I 171, etc.; GP 229), but 
the form of expression is counter to the regular concept of man's life in relation to time. 
Man does not live simply in the company of time but of others or conditions throughout it, 
e.g. H.F. 676 p-) ~(Orijv /JET' aJovuiata, Phil. 1022 ~CZ0 uViv KaKOL.9 7ToAAoZS- (Bruhn, para. 257); 
alternatively, Xpo'vog, "absolute" time, and at'd)v "relative" time or one's lifetime, keep man 
company, e.g. O.C. 7 X'c Xpo'vog 6vvcwv tLLaKpo's, Ag. i o6 utpv'/rovso acd&'v: see Fraenkel's note. .. 
Wilamowitz on H.F. 669'; thus Collard, who obelizes ~coiomq yE-ia - 76 Musgrave's y&E`pa is 
commonly adopted,' a use of the word which it is argued elevates the simple notion of long 
life to emotional equivalence with KaTaAEtflopLE`V7S aLA yEat rToAAoZs.9 and justifies the attachment 
of the particle S' to fd&pa', Collard. iroAAoi3 OpVOV jPE-pa could certainly mean 'long span 
of time', cf. 0. T. 6 LapL~aao'r L /JEp)EE Xp , 963 Ka'L T3 ytaKpCi YE uv1zpETpoVyVS 

Xpovw; but I share Collard's doubt: the idea of old age is not in itself enough to balance the 
next line. Zuntz (Inquiry, I86) considers that the 'lame last two words' 1J'`ra &) point to a 
metrical makeshift by Triclinius. It is not pE&a &8), however, that is lame, but Xpo'vov. Read 
mrovov, and the line makes perfect sense and gives an adequate balance. 1LLETa& is normally 
used of persons (H.F. l.c. is exceptional), but there is an ironical point: trouble is Hecuba's 
companion in life. It is this, rather than woAAoi3-, that is then emphasised by &)', and YE iS 
better than Reiske'S Ti-: 

7TToAAoI- ye wo'vov ~Wq ILLE'Ta 

The corruption would be assisted by ypat'as- in Ii 6. 

Tro. 1305-6 yEpat'a y' Eg 7TE`ov TitOE-tcra yEAEca a 

XEporL yatacV KTV7TOVUL StoUocatSl. 

= 1320-I ,~o'vts- 8 UCaa Ka7TTvp 7TTEPVyt ITPOS' a1`OEpaL 
auiorTV OLKWV E/.LWV 1LE U?7UaEt. 

So Murray. The sense in the antistrophe is: 'I shall not know my home; it will disappear 
in dust like smoke rising to the sky'. So at I1298-9: 

7~ Presumably the 'attractive smell' is like that of (I owe this example to Dr Diggle.) 
Barine in Hor. C. 2.8. 23 f. tua ne retardet aura maritos, 761 Professor Collard's note as published is slightly 
though this is hardly appropriate in our passage. different, though not in substance. 
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TrTEpVyt SE KarcvogS cs TLSr 0o- 

pta 7Eoroval Sopt KaLTacl#LVe yi, 

'the land, fallen by the spear, perishes as smoke on the wings of the wind' (ov3pl' Wilamowitz 
for the unmetrical ov3pavlta of codd.). Wilamowitz compared (and contrasted) A. Ag. 8i8 

KacLTO 3 aAOvcra vvv ET EvU7aLOS 7TOA&S. 

The metaphor also appears at A. SuApp. 781-2: 

TO 7Tav aaavToS a/iL7rET7)s aUyLTOS' COS 

KOVLg LUTEPOE 7TTEPvYWV o'olCav, 

though here the dust which flies up into oblivion is 'wingless', and atLaios-, if correct,77 
has its normal passive sense, rather than the active sense required at Tro. 1321 (Cf. I214). 
It is compressed into a brief phrase, perhaps proverbial, at H.F. 5IO: 

KU ~L c4,EAEO, 
, 

Kat tk ao.Et q Vjl XIr 

WUr7TEp 7TTEpoV 7TpoS- aluEp '27,LLEP- a /t. 

Wilamowitz (ad loc., cf. GV i66) explains that 7Trpos acGe'pa depends on the verbal force of 
'7TEpoV, as on lTTTEpYL in Tro. 1320. But i7TTEpVYt here is bolder; it stands, he says, for 
aVaL7ETo1LLEvI), i.e. with K0VLS: 'dust, like smoke, on wing to the sky'. This is not the pall of 
dust and ash rising over the doomed city as high as the smoke that marks its capture in 
Ag. 8i8-like Lucan's sandstorm (Phars. ix 460): 

non altius ignis 
rapta vehit, quantumque libet consurgere fumo 
et violare diem, tantus tenet aera pulvis. 

The image is again one of evanescence, as at 1298-9 and A. Suppi. 781-2, though the dust 
and ashes are here real enough: Troy will be dissipated in dust and ashes upon the air like 
smoke, as the human mind is dissipated Ek's aGctlavcLrov atdEp' E[kLLITEUWv (Hel. i0i6), though with 
no such metaphysical hope of immortality. The dative lrre'pvtPY, so interpreted, is however 
difficult, and is made more so by the adjacent KaThvc-v. It would perhaps be better to take it 
in apposition to Ka7Tvp- as a subsidiary image: 'like smoke, a flight to the sky',7 i.e. like smoke 
winging to the sky. The phrase will then be more closely analogous to JXTITEp ii1Tepcov ffpo 
atWEpa inHF 510O than Wilamowitz allows. 

In the strophe the sense is satisfactory but the prepositive Kcat j (XEpaC) cannot correspond 
with the hiatus at'GEpa / Jur-ov. We need a monosyllable at the end of the trimeter79 wh'ich 
coheres with what precedes, not with what follows, e.g. J1E`AE' E'/ka (Hermann, followed by 
Diehl and the Bude' editors), or [kE`AEa' ,iov. Then Kalt xEpoULv = atoUTov (not [Ka] XEUV 

aacr-ov: cTui-ogfor Jtcrios' never occurs, aIXYT for aJtoi-rc only at S. Aj. 1) 

I.T. 34-41 vaoZort 3' E'V roTOS LU3 LEaE rtIO?7cf ALE. 

0GOEV V0AoUitor TOLULtV 773-ra ETL Ea 35 
`ApTrEtktS', Jopi-rs-, Troi"Vo~t' 

' 
KaAo'v ,tO'vov- 

Tra' 3' a"AAa crtyW, Tr7)v OEO'v q%/oovEVJLq- 

[OVtO ya~p OVTOS' TOV VOJLLOV Kat 'Trpt V1o'Aet 

05 c1 'CtTAO 'fTYvSE yi7v 'EAA-qv Jivp 

ataTrog cog C. G. Haupt: -at; 6 0' awg M: dt6v6 710/wV Ov'K dyaOat'i rTEpvyEg;, of omens, though this may 
dig Kirchhoff. be technical. K. J. McKay, The Poet at Play (1962) 

78 It is impossible to translate rrr'pvyt adequatelY, 48 n. 2 compares penna = 'omen' at e.g. Prop. 3. 10, 
since no equivalent English word has the requisite i i, with Butler's note. 
verbal force. 'Plume' would suggest what smoke 79 For this type of lyric trimeter without caesura 
looks like rather than what it does. A more abstract cf. Or. 966, 989. 
use seems to be required at Callim. Lay. Pall. I24 
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KaTapXoLJatL ,evE, a(cdyla 8' da',Aotutv p,EEL 40 

appr-) ErWcoeV Trwv advaKTOp'wV ceas. 

35 rolatlv 2 et nunc L: Tolct6' P et primitus L 38-9 secl. Murray 

TroLat in 35 makes no sense, as Hermann saw. -ro?rv (Tricl.) can hardly be right,80 
but prima facie we need look no further than -v olUtv (Herwerden, cf. H.F. I300; corruption 
due to 7roZua' above), though deeper corruption cannot be ruled out. The lines still cannot 
stand as they are, for these reasons: 

(i) vo4LotcL has no construction. 

(2) a 8' aAAa criyco cannot be immediately followed by Ovw yap ... avrap, or Iphigeneia will at 
once break her self-imposed silence. If 37 is transposed to follow 41 (Markland), she will 
have nothing significant left to be silent about. (The gory details of 76 if., 402 ff. to which 
Markland refers 37 are of no dramatic importance.) 
(3) Less importantly, KarapXopac tLCdv follows oddly in asyndeton on 38-9. 

The most plausible lines of emendation proposed are: 

(i) Give a construction to vo'ptoct or eop-rr7j by deleting 35 (Monk: lepeav ... E.opr.sT) or 

emending: OV'lv for O'Jev, depending on 34 (Herwerden); XPwrEaO' for the presumed gloss 
"ApTreL(s (Weil); vod/otLS V OOVEloLALV (Housman). 
(ii) Delete 36-8, so that vototlou ... copTr7s depends on KarTapXoyuao , which also governs ogs av 
KarTeOS ... dvrp, sc. rovIrov (Wecklein); cf. 56 reOvrx') 'OpeaTrls, ov Karrl)padrlv Eyco. 

(iii) Delete 38-41, with aposiopesis at 36 (Usener). 
(iv) Delete 38-9, so that vo4Ltcut depends on KacTapXo,LaL, which also governs eoprrs (Murray). 

Of these remedies only the last three, which deal with all the difficulties, need be 
considered in the first place. (ii) is neat, but inferior, as it makes Iphigeneia reveal too 
much too soon: a veiled hint is more effective dramatically here than a plain statement of 
her priestly duties. Diggle also notes that Ka'-eppxotat is not used in classical Greek to mean 
simply 'arrive' except in the sense 'arrive back' of returning exiles.81 Usener's deletion of 
38-4I is at first sight attractive. Ta 8' aAAa aty65, r4-v Oeov }oflovuevrI then ends this part of 

Iphigeneia's speech, as is natural; cf. A. Ag. 36 ff., where the watchman ends his speech with 
'ra 8' aAAa OULYC,rKTA. She then goes on at once to relate what can be said, in her report of the 
dream (42 ff.); 

a KaLv 8' 77KEt VV; v Epovua bcT,Iara 

AE'co TTpos at0Opa, KTA. 

Usener explains 38-9 and 40-I as alternative and misguided attempts to give 'the rest' about 
which she is silent.82 Two things, however, make against his deletion. Firstly, it is 
doubtful if the sense is complete enough at 36 for the speaker to break off there, though the 
following ra 8' a'AAa atTy6 might make this a special case.83 Secondly, the line KardpXo!Lat Ise'v, 
ar,ayta 8' a"AAotuwv iEAeL clearly and effectively recalls another passage of the Agamemnon 
(1249-50): 

Xo. aa ar,) yevotrro toSg. 

Ka. (Jv flev Karev'X7, rotS 8' dITroKreLvetv We'AE. 

Murray's text (iv) has the advantage of retaining this allusion while dispensing with the 
over-explicit 38-9. Moreover, the slight clumsiness which results from the two relative 

80 As J. Diggle points out in his note on the usage can be seen from A. Cho. 3 'KO yap E yv Trv6e 
passage (PCPS, n.s. 15 [I969] 57-9), the articular Kcal KarepXojiat, and from Aeschylus' defence of the 
form of the relative pronoun is very rare when not line against Euripides' charge of tautology (Ar. Ran. 
required by metre (see also M. D. Reeve, GRBS 1154-65). 

1 I[I970] 285 f.). 82 Cf. D. L. Page, Actors' Interpolations in Greek 
81 KaxayeaOat is analogous and Od. xvi 472 vra ... Tragedy (1934) 76. 

KaTtovUaav is a sound example of the sense required, 83 Cf. on Cycl. 672-5 above, and see Diggle, o.c. 
but the word is common enough for the argument (n. 80) 57. 
ex silentio to be valid. The dominance of the special 
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clauses in 35-6 if op rFjs qualifies voiocrn disappears if eoprfjS depends on KaTapXoLat.84 
The genitive (for which cf. e.g. Hec. 685 KaardpXopa yo'wv) is not quite the same as in the 
technical usage at 56 .. 'Opecrr-sq, oS Kca-rrlpedrv, where the genitive denotes the sacrifice 
(cf. e.g. Pho. 573 r6aps ' av Kaardpr OvTLdroVW;); but copTrs KaarpXoILaL prepares for v. 56, as 
Iphigeneia's sinister hints prepare for the dream without anticipating it exactly. That 
Aeschylus' KaTrevXo/Lat has here become KarapXoplat need not surprise us, since they are both 
technical terms for an early stage in sacrificial proceedings.85 They are in fact both 
guaranteed by their context: KaTevXT) by the preceding prayer, KarapXOlat by the preceding 
genitive.56 But v. 37, whether understood as a parenthesis as Murray prints it, or as a part 
of the relative clause,87 separates eoprTjs rather awkwardly from the verb which governs it. 
It also remains true that -ra ' 2AAa lcnyc, KTA. should follow not precede KarapXolaL KTA., and 
conclude this part of the speech; as Markland saw, it follows 4I. It was presumably 
displaced after the interpolation of 38-9, which is evidently meant to explain not ra 8' aAAa, 
as Usener and Page suppose, but Trovvotl' 's KaAov ouvov;s8 perhaps placed after 36 to give 
an antithesis to rovvotma .. o. vov. 

One further change is desirable, though not demonstrably right: the excision of 41 (so 
Wecklein, along with 40, after Stedefeldt). The line is strikingly similar to 65-6 etJ' law 
Soiwv i ev otlt vaiw arwV8' dvaKTropwv EasS. This is not of course conclusive, but v. 66 makes a 
good ending to Iphigeneia's speech, which is seriously weakened if it is anticipated towards 
the close of the preceding section. More importantly,89 the sense of 41 conflicts with that 
of 72, where the sacrificial altar is evidently outside. Moreover, the omission of 41 is in 
itself an improvement. The sinister tone has already been set by Trovvop' s KaAov po'vov, 
and KaarJpXoLatl tEv, craayLa 3' IAAMotav LeAXE sustains this tone more effectively if, like its 
Aeschylean conterpart, it stands alone, than with the addition of apprr' EwOEV, KTA., more 
obviously driving the point home. It might be said that JpprTra more clearly motivates the 
following ra )' aAAa atya, rrjv Geov >o/3ovtvErq: Iphigeneia breaks off for fear of revealing 
mysteries, a motive which otherwise the audience must be left to infer for themselves. But 
this is not after all a difficult inference, when the fear is so widespread. No doubt v. 41, if 
genuine, would recall the bloodthirsty rites of Tauric Artemis,90 later in the play to be 
identified with Artemis Tauropolos (I456-7), when Athena prescribes the more humane 
version of those rites, with surrogate victim, to be brought by Orestes and Iphigeneia to 
Attica. But given that the audience knew of the rites, 34-40 would be enough to suggest all 
this to them, even in the allusive form for which I have argued. One cannot be sure that 
Euripides did not write v. 41, but the text is better without it. The passage then runs: 

OGEv VOdtOLoCV O tCv p~SErat 8ed 
AApTE1St, opTr1, r TOVVIo' KaAov 

, 
LOVOV, 

KaTapXo,Lat jev, aa'ayta S' daAAotav /FeLE' 
Ta. ' aAAa acyw, T77Y 0?EoY 0ofl0ovevi7. 

a Kacva E;' rlKct VUe f)povaa <ad<fLaTa, 
Afow 7rpocs alOepa, KTA. 

84 As Diggle observes, though he seems not to 
recognise that Murray construes Eopr;7g in the same 
way as himself (cf. C. Austin and M. D. Reeve in 
Maia 22 [I970] 15). 

85 KardpXo,ata is used sometimes of the sprinkling, 
cf. Od. iii 445 Xpvtfid T' ov AoXtara; Kajp t -pero, 
sometimes of the stage after the sprinkling, cf. Ar. 
Av. 559 / Kar dpn rov~ pdyov, where the genitive 
denotes the offering, as in . T. 56, 1154, cf. D.xxi I 14 
KaradpaacOat Txv tep6v. For the technical sense of 
KaTevXzoLat cf. S. Trach. 764, and see Wilamowitz, 
Sappho und Simonides (I913) 152 n. 3. 

86 KaTCEVZXOla also occurs in a fourth-century 
inscription (IG vii 235, 25) with the genitive used of 
the offerings (rcov iepbv), like KaTadpXo/at. But the 
use is not attested in literature, and the more general 
sense of KaTdpXowat is needed here (just as in Ag. I450 

the general sense of Kcaretxouat is needed to refer back 
to the chorus' prayer, while the technical sense gives 
the line its point). 

87 So Diggle, who puts brackets round the clause 
(roivo,'. .. q.oflovuEVt7). The hyperbaton is in itself 
perfectly possible; but with Murray's pointing the 
parenthesis breaks up the run of the sentence, while 
with Diggle's the relative clauses impede it. 

88 So Diggle (o.c. 58), though he would now prefer, 
with Elmsley, to take the lines as an explanation of 
vo6fotCa((v). 

89 As Diggle, after Wecklein, points out (o.c. 57), 
though he retains the line in his final version. 

90 As Hermann remarked, cl. Hdt. iv 103. For 
the relation between Artemis TavptKrj and TavpoJrodog, 
see L. R. Farnell, The Cults of the Greek States (1896) 
ii 240 ff., 251-5. 

35 
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I.T. 1239-40 (f)IpE vtv 

a7ro SELpaooS eWvaAlaS 

= 1264-5 o0 fLepOrTov rTa 7Te rrpTa, 
ra T 7FreLT, ocraJ ot feAAe TrvUxv, 

. . . OSpaSov. 

1239 vcv] 6' tvLV Kirchhoff: 6' avTda vtv Murray. 
1265 oaa T'] 6oa' Burges: o6raa T' Musgrave: a' ' Seidler 

In 1265 codd. have the unmetrical o'ua Te. Musgrave's orcra T', read by Murray, will 
not do, since (I) the form is non-tragic (cf. on E. Suppl. 58), (2) the metrical sequence given 
by Murray, 9Epe 8' avTad v v arTo =T r re rrpJra, Trd r' [ '7Te', giving dactyls in synaphea with 
uu u - u u - u u - is extraordinary, and with his supplement impossible, since only pure 
dactyls have alien close.91 Burges wrote o'r' e'/EAAe Tvxetv, meaning 'both the first things 
and the next which were to happen', i.e. both the immediate and the remoter future. But 
(i) the distinction seems irrelevant in prophecy; (2) Ta 7rp6zra = 'the first part of the future 
we come to' is difficult, even with the relative clause; Aristotle's 7rpLrT7 atria as 'proximate 
cause' would be analogous, but hardly a convincing parallel; (3) in S. Ant. 611 7T r' 7TELrTa 
Kal TO fEMAAov | Kal ro Trptv EapKeaEL voIos0 o8', rTO 'erreLra is contrasted with O t,eAAov as the 
present (or immediate future) with the (remoter) future, both being contrasted with the 
past. In prophetic contexts such as I.T. 1259 ff., of the Delphic oracle, three terms are in 
fact the norm: e.g. II. 1.70 os" )8 rd T' EOvOa, rda T' Ecaoyeva, 7pO Tr EovTa, cf. Hes. Th. 38 
(with West on ib. 32) ;92 and S. Ant. I.c. shows that ra Ec7rera is the middle one.93 Ta 7rpJTra 
however, is not simply Ta trpv.94 'The first things' means, I think, both 'first beginnings of 
things' (the other sense of Aristotle's 1TrpC[T alria, 'ultimate cause'), as in the song of Silenus 

(Virg. Ecl. vi 3I ff.),95 or what Melanippe learned from her mother Hippe, daughter of 
Cheiron (E.fr. 484N),96 and 'the first beginnings' of any particular event, as in P.P. 9. 46 if. 
Apollo knows the number of the leaves in spring, the number of the sands, xc Tt pe'AAXL, 
xcoWroOev EcraeraL, 'what is to be and whence it will come'. The Delphic oracle was in fact 
as often concerned to explain as to predict: 'Why do we have a plague?' 'Because one of 
you has committed murder'. Read therefore with Seidler a ' 'eEAAe rvxeLv, with Kirch- 
hoff's S' tvw in I239, giving the normal three terms modified to suit the context. 

Hel. 784-5 Me. q7 yap yatelEv rTl ra'' E'lovAr'O1r AVx ; 
EA. vflpptv ' VPpt4ltV Et' ?95, 77)v ETrA?) IyJ. 

785 in codd. means 'and to commit violence upon me, which I endured'; and in this 
context the violence could only be rape. Menelaus' undisturbed answer shows that Helen 
has not said this. F. W. Schmidt's eks e4,Jv eOvvrv STA? gives good sense at the cost of some 
change, though we might still expect Menelaus to ask at once if Theoclymenus had succeeded, 
rather than eight lines later. Kannicht's ekS et'-ot'erTAXv eyw (exclamatory) is neat, but 
fails because this again implies that Theoclymenus has succeeded; Menelaus could hardly 
understand that it was only the wish she had endured, not the act. What we need is: 

vfppv u vp (C ?,97 KaV e-rArv ?ya? 
91 v'dpe 6' <avT6,'ca> [ viv, read by the Bude editors, 95 In Virgil the point is rather more sophisticated; 

avoids this snag, but alien close to dactyls is see M. Hubbard, PCPS n.s. 21 (1975) 53 ff., esp. 6I. 

normally iambic, so u 'uu - u u - u u - is an un- 96 Cf. D. W. Lucas, Aristotle's Poetics (1968) o100 f. 
likely sequel. It was from the first two occupants of the Delphic 

92 For some philosophical formulations see G. S. oracle, combined in one (Gaia-Themis), that 
Kirk, Heraclitus, the Cosmic Fragments (I954) 310. Prometheus learned to foretell the future and to 

93 Hermann, who makes this point, read oa' 8,eAAE validate his prophecies by his knowledge of the past 
rvXeiv 0', which he preferred to Seidler's a T'; but (cf. A. Eum. 1-4, P.V. 209-i I, 824-5). 
see GP 517. 97 Better perhaps eg EdE, an improvement suggested 

94 As Dr Diggle points out to me. He prefers by Dr Diggle. The corruption would be just as 
Burges' oaa, with the explanation given above. easy. 
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'which I would have endured' (had you not turned up), EICMEKAN -,- EICM[EIC]AN; 
cf. Aj. 44-5: 

08. 
-' 

Ka't7 TO /3ovAEvpL 's E'ir' 'ApyEiots- ia' 7-v; 

AO. KCLV EeE7T'paLEEv, El KaT7)lqtE o7(r EyW, 

where the condition is explicit, and Ant. 260-I: 

VAae 'E'AEYXXV JvvA~aKa, K'aY E)YYVET0 

'7TAgY7) TEAEV-TWU O, 0V3 0 K0AVcTWV iTapqv, 

where it is not. It is true that Menelaus presently needs reassurance (794-5): 

ME. . . . EL 
' 

AE4KTpa tE90VYES $Ta8 OV'K EXW. 

EA. aLLK'TOV EVVI7V UL'O OrOtUrEGErCWLE'V-77V. 

But KaV &A-AV EYc; still leaves room for doubt: it could also mean, 'and to take me by force, 
which I should have endured (if I had resisted)'. In any case Menelaus' wish to be doubly 
sure is psychologically appropriate, and serves dramatically to introduce the exchange about 
her asylum and his danger. 

T. C. W. STINTON 

Wadham College, Oxford 
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262-6: II 138. 
5H1-8: II I38f. 
672-5: 11 140. 

Alc. 218: 127. 
Med. 44-5: II 140. 
Hcld. 892-9: 11141.- 
Hipp. 622-3: II i4If. 

1370-88: 143f. 

Andr. 465-7 = 471-3: II 142f. 

833-5 = 837-9: II 143. 
834 = 838: 127, II 127n.5. 

Hec. 466-74: II I43ff. 
469 = 478: 127. 

Suppl. 58: II 45. 
960-i: II 145f. 
992= 10I4: 126. 
I012-6: II i46f. 
I002-3 = 1025-6: II 17f. 

1026-30: II I47f. 
iii1-8: II I48. 

H-F. 510: II 149. 
Tro. 1305-6 = 1320-I: II I48f. 

I305 = 1320: 127. 
IT. 34-41: II 149ff. 

1239-40 = I264-5: II 152. 
Hel. 784-5: II 152f. 
Or. 839-40: 126. 

989-90: 127. 
Rhes. 461 = 827: 127. 
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General Index 

abusio: 134 n. 51, II 131. 

aposiopesis: II 140, 150. 
Athena, in Gigantomachy: II i44. 
a" apc, in metaphor: II I47f. 
choral odes, verbal links with dialogue: 122f. 
dramatic irony: 138, 139, II 139. 
ellipse, of 6 'SV: I129; of verb: i3Iff., 133, I37; of noun: II 

140 (with Ka)Rh'tKog). 
4JyriXzELv, as medical term: II 134. 
brEv'XoU1at, meaning of: I37f. (n.7I). 
s'16'g, meaning of: I30off. 
Oe')ww =4Kwrv: 133. 
interpolation: I25, 135f., I39, II I50off; within lines: I 33f. 
KaV, use of: II I53. 
KaTapXoLat, KaTEvXo/Iat, in ritual: II i5of (nn.85, 86). 
KAivo,iat, meaning of: i28 n.3. 
pa, repeated in asyndeton: II 138 (n.44). 
PaTratog, sexual overtones of: 122. 

~Eapz (o~(3 ), adversative: I23f. 
metre and prosody: 

viceps before syncopation: 123f. 
brevis in longo, see pause at period-end. 
dochmiac, rare forms of: II 127; responsion with hypo- 
dochmiacs: II I27 (n.5), I43; brevis in longo without 
pause in: 144 n.87, II 127, 143 (n.66). 

hexamakron: II 138 (n.47). 
hiatus, see pause at period-end. 
hypodochmiac: II 127, and see dochmiac. 
pause at period-end (metrical): 126f.; sense-pause; 

121, II 134, 144. 

prosodiac, forms of: 144 n.87, II 143. 
rare verse-forms: 

- - - UU - U - 11 -: II 129, 137 
- uu - - - - : II 1!2gf. 

u uu u - ---: I30. 
short before initial rho: II 134 n.28. 

riUv N', dialectical use of: I25. 

&"raog, non-tragic form: II 145, 152. 
OTIE... 0: II 129, I46. 

oxymoron: 138. 
peplos, fastening of: 14if.; in Panathenaea:IfI i45f. 
pins: 1I4 f. 
Philoctetes, with Heracles on Chryse: II 136 n.38. 
polar expression: 123. 

priamel: II 14 (n.59). 
prophecies, riddling: -i38f.; validated by knowledge of 

past and present: II 152 (n.96). 
niT8pv$, with verbal force: II 149 (n.78). 
;rvOd'vo,ua?, with acc.: I22f. 
repetition of pronouns, etc., in (mss. of) Sophocles: 

127 (n.3o). 
schema a'_o KoMvov: 133 n.49, II 129, 135, 146. 
-6o Idoa=: II 13If. 
aOE'vog, etc., as predicate: I37f. 

Ti/niua, meaning of: II 141f. 
verbs, transitive, with intransitive or absolute use: 143 

n.84, II I46. 
word order: 

chiasmus: 139, II 131, 145. 

hyperbaton: II 133 (n.26), and see Wackernagel's law. 
position of dv: II 128 (n.i i), 134f (n.36a). 
-apa: II I44f. 
-31q: II I33, 148. 

-TtgS: 11 132, I 34- 

Wackernagel's law: II 128 (n.ii), 132, 134, 135 
(nn.34, 36a). 

zeugma: 132, 133, II 132 n.1I7. 
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